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PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 11, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Jeff Davis, of Arkansas, Gives it
JOPPA COAL MINES Fourteen Feet Through Valley to TEN PRISONERS
STATE MILITARY
(ALL READY TO GO to Roosevelt, Precedent, Mammon TO SHIP PRODUCT Paducah Adopted as New Slogan WERE CONVICTED
TO HOPKINSVILLE and Corporations in First Speech TO NEW ORLEANS of City's Revived Commercial Club IN CIRCUIT COURT
!tucky delegatioa to congress will be
Western
and South- Mr. N. M. Burns, of St. Louis urged to fight for the-extension.
Lexington Guards Warehouses Rule,Putting Lid on New SenPetit Jury Discharged
Mr. Saunders Fowler.
ern Illinois Companies Will Shows Why Head Waters of Mr. Saunders Fowler, secretary of Busy Season. But Grand
Because of Alarming Rumors ators, Adds to Zest of Junior
the Commercial club, introduced Mr.
Compete With Pennsylvania Winter Navigation Should Burns, and added some data within Jury Will Remain in Session
Which Do Not Materialize— Member From Southwest
his knowledge of the river situation.
Mines For Gulf Fuel Business Have Deep Channel.
Planter Stopped By Day and He Delivers a Sizzler.
- Throughout The Week—
Mr. Burns told- of his relations
with the' Wabash railroad and hie
Next Season.
Riders.
Cases Disposed Of,
efforts to secure a connecting line beWast ington, D. C., Dec. 11.—
"Fourteen feet through the valley tween Effingham and Paducah. He
Glorying
violatini the precedent
—to Paducah," is the way the big was working on the project with alBoston, Maas., Dec. 11.—In the LOWERS COST PER TON MILE
No
REPORTT) ineposing glenae on new metnbers,
DISORDER
IS
deep waterway project will be amend moot certainty of success, when the BACON TRIAL IS POSTPONED
Senator Jeff Davis, of Arkansas, des closest and hardest fought election
ed. If the Paducah Commercial club financial stringency put an end to
livered a sizzling speech today, ad- contest which Boston has known for
and the body of representative citi- railroad conetruction "for a year.'
vocating the destruction of trusts mane years, the city went Republican
Lines have been surveyed to this
Pennsylvania coal companies next zens, who met last night in the CoinTen prisoners were ginen terms
Militia Ready.
and placing felon's stripes upon rich by about 2,000. Postmaster (hedge
merclki club rooms, Sixth street and city and soundings taken for a bridge
season
will
have-active
competition
Lewisville, Ky., Dec. 11.—(Spe- malefactors. He
ranging front one to ten years at the
declared the prison A. Hibbard (Rep.) defeated Mayor
Mr.
Burns was here five years ago in term
veth the western Kentucky and Broadway, accomplish their desire.
c'el.)—Two companies of the local
of circuit court, which came to
sentence etariug Rockefeller In the John P. Fitzgerald (Dem.), who was
Mr. N..M. Burns, of St. Louis, who the interest of the same project.
southern Illinois mines for the New
a close this morning. The grand
neatia are in the armory here reedit
a
candidate
for
re-election.
face would make him a law-abiding
Mr.
Burns
dealt
largely
in
his
jury was given more time and prob.
to move to Hopkinsville on a moThe city voted to Hoene*. the sale Orleans trade, and had not the finan- addressed the meeting last night. sipeech
citizen. lie stigmatized Will etreet
with Paduca.h's manifold ad- ably
cial flurry made the ft mincing of the made a hit when he sprung the Idea
will be I weenier' the remainder
ment's notice.
speculators as thieves, and charged of liquor by a large majority,
prdject difficult just now, a big tow- on the audience, and the gentlemen vantages from a commercial and in- of the week.
Two
features
contributed
notably
them with precipitating the recent
boat with acres of barges would now present grasped the possibilities and duettist standpoint, and paused in
Those sentenced at the term are:
Court of Inquiry,
punk.. lie critioized Roosevelt's an- to the return of a Republken mayor
his discourse long enough to suggest
Anderson Trice, robbery, le years;
HopkInsv.ille, Ky., Dec. 11.—fSpe nual salary which he put at $113.0.00 after six yea-ma- of Democratic admin- be plying between Joppa, Ill., and the logic of it In a moment.
the idea of the 14-foot channel.
Beery Dixon, robbery 2 years, G.
Mr. Burns, who is primarily inrterciald e-Mott Ayres is proceeding with saying he didret need that sum to istration, one being the heavy vote New Orleans. In anticipation of the
Make This Heiukputrters.
W. Eddison and Frank Flatatt, rob.
the hevestigationa Ile plane a court live on. lie ridiculed the adminia- given the independence League can- time when mines along the lower ested in Paducah. because he has a
It was suggested that Me. Burns
Ohio woudd have to take care of the tangible plan afoot for constructing
bery, 4 years; Will Barton, breaking
of inquiry into the raid.
tration's anti-trust policy, and chal- didate -by Democrats tind the °then
make this his headquarters during into a
railroad car, 3 years and one
the
lenged Republiraes to name a trust the thorough investigation made by southern trade the West Kentucky a railroad from Effingham.,
his work for the Effingham-Paducah year for
Coal
company
at
Caseyville
has
Junction
obtaining money by false
spent
Was Not Night Riders.
of
the
Wabash.
with
Padua
finance
committee
Into
the
affairs
Roosevelt had "even tamed."
line,
and
the
directors
of
the
Corn
Pembroke, Ky., Dec. 11.—(ST.eDavis' hill makes an attempt to at the city ball, whief has brought a quarter of a million dol:ars putting cah and the south, has studied the mereial club held a conference with ,pretenses; George Armstrong, false
swearing, 2 years; Mamie -Cato, maup the biggest tipple on- the rivers, location of this city in a compre.hencial.)—The big warehouse of A. 0.
regulate and control •prices a con- forth Irregularities in the purchasing
this morning. He will leave the licious
and the Pittsburg Coal. company, a sive and thorough manner, and told him
cutting, 2 years; Ida Lang-Dority & company, peters for the
went
and
in
the
granting
of
spiracy punishable by fine and imdon, robbery, 2 years; Ed
few nales further up, has done the the citizens what they already knew, city this afternoon.
associetien of the county, was deKing.
prisonment. During his -.leech he contracts through which, it was
The
directors
of the Commercial housebreaking, 1 year; Arthur
same,
but did not appreciate—that this
stroyed by fire last night. levee full
Breed
said no luau seer earned a million claimed, the city had lost hundreds
club at an enthusiastic session, fol- low, obtaining money by
false preof wheat. The lose is $25.000. No
At Joppa preparations had gone the northernmost point of winter lowing last
dollare honestly. Throughout his of thousands of dollars.
night's meeting, decided tenses, 1 year. Ed
Buckner was vete.
tobacco was on hand.
navigation
in
the
Mississippi
system
further
end
a
contract had practically
speech he attached corporationr; and
to -reorganize the club.
teneed to 3 years at the state ree
been entered into with the Barrett The Tennessee and Cumberland rivers
PrIl in a Pit.
mammon.
Mr. Burns' Speech.
form school for housebreaking.
Lexington Alarmed. ,
Harry Wilson, a cripple, whc3-lias line for a big towboat and a dozen pour their warm water Into the Ohio
Mr. Burns said:
The prisoners will be taken to the
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 11.—(Spegiven the police a great deal of or more barges, and everything was and keep the chancel clear of ice to
MRS.(10i11114 RESIDENCE
indeedeglad to meet you
'1
amematteastiery,-- with -the -est
ra-tit
alai.) ---Owing eto reports that an
noeea
r
around.
..
4
a-fif adf- Rad- in- roadrileallafe-beklii4 TO; rres-th
DAMAGED. -trotibte. ieeeutly dretT
ieption of Ida Langdon and Mamie
in the Mississippi also, Cairo will
eftedit woueld— be made to raid the
fug saloon, Third street and Ken- winter.
(Contit tied on page seven.)
('ato. who will be taken to the Frankwarehouses here during the night,
The cost of hauling from this enjoy the distinction, but to extend
A spark from the chimney of an tucky avenue, this morning. He was
fort penitentiary, there being no fethe
special guards were kept. There was
depth
past
the
mouth
of the Tenfield to the lower Ilissealimi is only
adjacent flat ignited the roof of the sent to the hospital for treatment.
male ward at Eddyville.
nessee will benefit not only Paducah,
no trouble.
about
six-tenths
of
a
mill
per
tonresidence of Mrs. ,Manie Cobb, 616
but the whole Middle and East Ten
mile,
while
it
approximates
flve
cents
Broadway, this morning. Thefire- HORSE TRADERS AGREE
Bacon Trial Postponed.
nessee, northern Alabama and Mite-:COURT
Day Riders' Warning.
men from Central station were called
TO SHAKE DUST OF CITY. from Pittsburg, when the big Sprague
The trial of Monroe Bacon, char&
Ntay sviIle..Ky., Dec. 11.--(Speeiel)
sissippl. by affording deep water nave
and
Finley
have
to
lock
their
20
and put out the blase before any
ed with murdering his wife, WAS con--Two tenant farmers who have sold
acres of coal barges through the oration to the mouth of the stream
-damage was.done.
The Ha,i and Meleinniejamilles of
tinued until the April term to give
to the trust in this county attempted
canal. The Joppa minds gave up the that taps that territory'.
people, who have been occupying
the pesoner a chance to secure Mum;
17
to deliver tobacco and were watered
project temporarily. or rather, postIt would mean so much for Paducah
chit aid from relatives and to get wita gratin house in Mechanicsburg, note poned the undertaking until spring,
by 5(1 masked -Day Riders." They ,It'DOE WILLIAM REED'S
and southern Illinois and western.
nesses from his former home In
fled Jap Toner, of the Charity club,
BARISTER
SON,
ROSCOE,
A
R
appealed to Judge Hat-boson to issue
but plans are made for beginning Kentucky, that even Mr. Burns could
that they would leave town tomorrow
Trigg county to testify, regarding
warrants. He refesed unless& they
early next season, and it is probable not enumerate all the benefits that
Bacon's sanity, a plea of insanity beRoscoe Reed. eon of Judge William There are several men and seven head
could give him names of the men to
that if conditions are favorable the would accrue immediately—only he
ing entered by Bacon's attorneys. It
Reed, who was exainined at Smith- of heroes with the outfit and one of
be arrested.
other river mines wall enter actively remarked--"If you had a 14-foot
St. Petersburg, Russia, Dec. 1 1 — Is said that the prisoner is subject
land for license to practice law. weir the men recently asked permiseion do
into the 'rade at:Lbw-ere tee..
channel here railroads would strive to
an- the examination and!tqrtulate a piper to take up a rollersuccessful
The
principal charges against Gen. to epilepsy, and there bes -been. WI_
108 Bodies.
reach you without any effort on your
granted a certificate Petit- teen to bey another home, Mr. Toner
Stoessel, on trial for surrendering sanity in his family.
Monongah, Dec. 11.—One hundred has been
part." Mitetiell at His Desk.
The jury list for the Januar"
practice. He is a sterle made an investigation and found thea
Port Arthur to the Japs, are:
and eight bodies have been taken ling him to
Indianapolis. Ind., Dec. 11.—John
Mr. Burns' suggestion was taken
civil term of court was drawn by
prang man and sill no doubt had already more horses than they
lag
First—Disobeying
Gen.
Kuhapatfrom both mines.
president of the Miners' up enthusiastically by speakers, who
Icould feed.
kin's orders to hand over the com- Judge Reed
sucoeed in his profession.
union-, was at hi desk today for the followed. him, and President H. C.
After thanking the jurors for their
mand of the fortress to Gen. Saline
Second Degree Murder.
filet time -in months. He is not fully Rhodes. of the Commercial club, who
attention they were ordered
off.
paid
Dallas, Dec. 11.—W. 0. Brown,
recovered yet,
presided, had no, difficulty in getting
rSecond—Suspending the construc- and finally dismissed.
president of the Boggy Manufacturmen to talk.
tion of the second and third lines of
ing company. was founi guilty of
Are Searching for !ladies,
Senator J. Wheeler Campbell said defense.
second degree mueder in kiding AlPa.. Dec
11.— Efthat
he
would
do
anything
reasonable
Third—Countenancing ironical and
bert S. Johnson and was sentenced
forts are being made to find three
the citizens would suggest in securoften abusive reports written by Gen.
to 30 years in the penitentiary.
bodies of the seven men drowned in
Washington, Dec. 11,--Mrs. Anna ing legislation to aid this project, and
Fock concerning various officers in
the collapse of a span of the bridge
M. Bradley is now a book agent te to give county aid to a railroad bridge
charge of the defense.
Playing Night Rider.
acmes the Susquelmena here. Wilearn money to take her and her chil- project, that would further the efforts
Fourth—Sending false reports to
hare been a member of the mob, is dren back to Salt Lake City.
Glasgow, Ky.,. Dec. 11. c Special.)
egefdical
citizens
to
railroad
bring a
in Gen. Kuropatkln and Admiral Alex- liam Boyer, who suffered a broken
Night
Trigg
county
Young
lying at the point of death at his
—The one-year-old child of William
back, is alive, but expected to die.
from the north.
neff regarding the battle of Tsin
Ferguson, of this county, was barrenShot By Christian home west of Cadiz. It is said thet
Rider,
Mayor Yeiser thought It an excel- Chau. in May, 19.04.
there is little hope for his recovery.
ed to death by two other youngsters
Aged Watchman Down.
lent plan for the legislature to memGen. Fock is charged with displaying night rider, and accidentally
County Posse, Carried Home
Found Buggy.
Charles Cole, colored, who ha,
oralize
congress
to
waterextendthe
obeying
Gen.
to
Stoesseds
orders
dropping a hot coal in his crib.
The horse and buggy belonging tn.
—First News Family Had. Gray & Gates. which was captured by Queenstown, Dec. 11.—The steam ways 14 foot channel to Paducah, defend Tsin Chau to the lad. extreme. been watchman at the Harrison and
and Senator Campbell assured the
Gen. Reiss, who was thief of the Clay street crowing of the Illinois
Oxford Wins From Cambridge.
the Nighe Riders, was foulid about 7 ship Ileaesland brought In the crew of
gentlemen
of
his
hearty
co-operation.
a
NoMirilgan
bark,
Alert,
sunk
in
midgeneral
staff, is charged with cog- Central for 20 years, was suddenly
London, Dec. 11.—The annual ino'clock Saturday night standing is
It is probable that the Tennessee and nizance of Gen.Stoessel's intention to stricken with litotes at his post today
Atlantic.
match
ter-varsity Rugby football
Little
River
back
of
The
the
jail.
Hopkintiville, Ky., Dec. 11.—Word
flaws cengressmen also will be in- surrender Port Arthur, with exag- and was carried to the Illinois; ('enwas played at Queens club today. Oxhorse showed the effects of having
trom Cadiz that
been
received
has
terested in the matter and the Ken- gerating the straits of the fortress tral hosndtal.
ford beat Cambridge 17 to C. The
been out and in lotrnese all night?'
George (1-ray. a young man about 20
before the military council.
Cambridge eleven was on the defenHow
it
got
to
the
point
was
where
it
years of age, was taken back dead
That the court is decidedly hostile W. B. THOMAS GETS SUGAR
aive throughout the game.
found is a mystery, as a thorough
to his home from the raid on Hopto the seemed officers, particularly
Spring-field, Tenn., Dec. 11.—SherREFINERY PRESIDENCY.
search
had
been
made
all
over
that
kinsviale. He had been shot through
Stoessel, was inferred from the fact
iff J. G. Payne captured Bub Herndon
VIEW OF CULLEN'S STORE
with his section earlier in the day and no align
lived
The
boy
the
head.
the accused commander was refused • New York, Dec 1 1.—W, B. ThomIN THE HABERDASHER.
at La Center, Ky., and has placed
of it was there then.
Lather on the Hopkips farm near
permission to call Dr. Rreenoff and as today was elected acting President
him in jail here, charged with abNew
Door.
is month's Issue of "Haber- Blue Springs, between Cadiz and CanGen. Nadieu, who In the preliminary of the American Sugan Refining corn
ducting Miss Maggie Goseett, of
A new door has been placed le
hearing gave testimony to show that many to till' the vacancy caused by
er" has a splendid Vew of the ton.
Adams. She was btought here 'te
poeltion at.the police office to take
"Here's Your Dead Boy."the defense had done more than the death of H. 0. Haverneyer. The
erior of Roy L. Oulley & cornHerndon. She thought she was lethe place of the one which was batmight have been expected from the vacancy in the board of directors.'
fly Store.
Saturday at midnight, a body of
gally married to him, and 'left here
tered down Saturday morning.
inadequate force and poorly o4an- caused by Mr. Haverneyera death was
masked men, bearing with them the
with him, after which he deserted
Several loaded shot gun shells were
filled by the election of his eon. Hoe.
ized commissary system.
INSURGENTS VICTORIOUS.
corpse, approached the Gray dwellher. It later developed that the marfound
about the streets after the
ace Havemeyer, to that position. Mr.
lug. When the door was opened they
riage was only a mock affair. It is
Three silently entered and placed the beady night riders had departed. One of said tirat other parties are implicates
Capture.
Thomas. the acting president, all
Rebels
(lninese
Washington, D. C., Dec. 11.Oyster; Do Not Came Typhoid.
thew was shown in this office. It
vice president of the company, has
Towns Invade Kwang So,
of the youth on a bed. "Here Is your
in title affair, and If caught will be 4Roosevelt has named as a federal
New
York,
Dec.
11.—The
much
beers in charge of the company's reClanton, Dec. 11.—Ineurgeant from dead boy," they said to the old far- was the "Union, U. M. C." brand and fully prosecuted.
theory
that
re.
Investigate
discussed
oysters
are
committee
to
labor
conwas loaded with 31
/
2 drachms of
fineries at Boston.
Yunchow have penetrated into the irder. The
e only other Information
sponsible
for
many
New
deaths in
ditions at Goldfield and report to
province of Kwagn Si, and have cap- they would give was that ithe young black powder:Nand lad ounces of 13. B.
him Personally. Assistant Secretary York from typhoid fever has received
tured three strongholds between man had been shot from ambush. shot.
Lawrence 0 Murray, of the depart- a setback in the report of Dr. W. H.
Lung Ohowsand Lampoon. Martial The body was buried Sunday afterment of commerce and labor, Herbert Park, director of the baateriologlod
Robbed Poetoflhe.
law has been proclaimed in the die- noon.
Murray, Ky., Dec. 11, (Spectate—I Knox Smith, oommasioaner of corpor- laboratory of the board of health.
Muskogee*, Okla., Dec. 11.--Ohlef
turbed
Another ,report reached , the city
Georgetown, Ky.. Dec. 11. f Spa.
love for her divorced ations, and Charles P. Neill. coma Dr. Park says that not more than one
of Police John A. Suggs and Nigh. Because her
last night that another met, said to
was in vain, Mrs. Mettle mIseioner of labor. They start for per cent, of the typhoid cases in cial.)—Youtsey was cross-examined
husband
Policeman Lewis Woods, of Fahrt GibEVERYBODY'S HELP NEEDED.
New York can be traced to oysters. and admitted that his fit in Cantrill's
Hatcher committed suicide by swal- Goldfield this afternoon.
son, six miles north of this city-, are
court watt pretended. His testimony
lowing 60 morphine tablets at the
under
arrest
charged
with
robbing
Dinner
THEWEAutria.
To Swell the Salvation Army
on direct examination was not much
home of her fathet, John Caln, norththe postoffice there November 22 and
Fund.
shaken.
west of Murray. She married John
obtaining $400 cash. The prisoners
The Christmas Dinner Fund needs
Hatcher, Jr., when a slip of a girl.
Judge Morris ladled a contempt
are,held
under
bond
of
$1.4).0.0
each
what
see
your help. Don't wait to
and they separated. Recently Hatchruie
against Wharton Golden this
'others are going to do. Do your
er married a Miss Jones, and his first
afternoon on the charge that lice-haM
asst.
wife became despondent.
prevented his uncle. Ben Golden!'
$24.28
Previously acknowledged
from contradicting his testitnony.
2.83
Kettle to Deoeinber 9
1.50
The old story a-bout the man who, and December business of the PadenNagle & Meyers
Washington, Dec. 11.—A conference of meat packers of the country
,in a time of greet financial depres- oah office heretofore, has always as$28.61
sumed large proportions. The DeTotal
and Secretary Wilson will be held
Mr. E. H. Haley. of Murray, who aion during which he failed in bust- cember receipts of the office are
Saturday to consider the enforcement
has been on the Texas fair and horse new, said the next time he engaged starting at a fine rate of increase.
Two small boot named Joyner, who
Oklahora Elects Senators.
of the meat limpet-10o nlaw.
ts
ays
h ls m
rer-. in business he thought he would
:
fe hreostn
hs
titsi
as
i,
ttoU
e l
Cw
The receipts for the Met seven days Live with their parents int a tent
Guthrie, 'Okla., Dec. 11.—The Okat Murray
sillhaorinweedy
H
start a postoffice as business was al- of this month were a little more than across from the towhead on the Illilahoma legislature today, in separate
*Rfe.uol and carried off ways good with poontoffices, comes $7,00.0, which
nois shore, came to the police notation
States
Is remarkable,
session, 'voted for two United
a good share of premiums. At the home -to the man who studies the
Business in all lines is improving this morning and reported to Chief
senators, thi aerie to represent the
close of tlie horse show at San An- reports of the local poraoffice for last every day, and some of the retail Collins and Capt. Frank Harlan that
eaw state ie 7the nationel congress.
Ben Potter, the colored tie hand, 4elate°, Texas. Mr. Haley sold his fine rnowth and this month. The receipts
ovetwheimingey
store* even report a larger business their father died last. night and the
The legisisture is
whose death in Louisiana, was re- pair of 'harness horses, Barfield andtfor the Paducah office were over $20.0
thatelait year: The Christmas shop- family wain without money. Chief
Demax.ratir, and the two Democrats
ported yesterday in The Sun, has ar- Surrey, ivhicle tpok first premInni at greater in November of this year ping is
on in earnest and- will increase Collins telephoned to lerook.port offiwho had been named its the primaries.
rived In Paducah 'with a remarkable the show, to
a wealthy Mexican :than of last, notwithstanding the fact in rolume' every day from
'
now to ciate to look Into the matter. The
Robert Latham Owen and Thomaa
tdentity.
story eof mistaken
Sarnia otorher, a'large pried-lasing faith bitn ; that. iione of the Pad-Utah- firms, Christmas, A noticeable, but pot our- boys Were Thinly
clad and almost
Prior Gore, were elected. Cloules G
tramp stole Potter's coat and was for the pair. He also wad aeseimber which usually do a great teal of adlatki ng.itedllafitiethael
molgtt
bk_gItIL-.., erithleut Sleeve Tehey airemaernea two
' Jones and Clarence B. Douglass ren:s-ned'ftof
eome
of
wiflfe aiwolan
ir"trartnr
themid itRi
f inlici7Nreay • of cir?ultres son 41ir ttre tactd-tbat
people trtu ,good seen ts at .-th stLtiàn and Chief
-7OV, o
- eoelv d tte eorreglamentary
te tan110t um) tomorrow,, with cut ore by a train. The tramp was being bought In central Kentuckydwere doing anything in that line this eohlaning theft parehittieli to the sub- Coal/its took them to a shoe eine. !led
retie TUM OT!VW , tn joint see- ..
Reliti
-identieled as Potter by the Coat. •
tbialsal,
' year. This feature of' the November Mantis! things.
slightly warmer temperature.
bought them 'shoes.
elOn, the forMal vote will be taken.
..
— •
,
A

OLD "HONEY FITZ"
IS DEFEATED FOR
MAYOR OF BOSTON

Kentucky

After

IS HOSTILE
TO GEN. STOESSEL
AND DEFENDANTS

"HERE IS BODY OF YOUR DEAD SON,"
MRS. BRADLEY BOOK AGENT
SAID MASKED MEN TO AGED FATHER
SINKS IN MID.00EAN

A BOGUS WEDDING

PRESIDENT SENDS
COMMISSIONERS
TO GOLDFIELD.

FIRST WIFE SUICIDE

YOUTSET'S FAKE FIT

Paducah Postoffice's Big Business.

MEAT INSPECTION

I!

TRIUMPHAL TRIP

POOR AND ORPHANS

&EN POTTER ALIVE

FIVE PARDONS

WEAK, IVE.1,11.T WOMEN.

Learn rise Claus of Daily Woes and
End Them.
-Willy* the back aches and throlor
HANDED OUT BY THE RETIRING
When housework is torture.
GOVERNOR. *
When night brings no rest nor
1.
sleep.
When urinary disorders set in
Alee Cotentin/4o a Life tecutetice of
Women's lot Is a weary one.
Murderer W Ten Years—LivThere is a way to escape thtat
ingston Mao.
oes.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure such ills
Have cured woliten here in PaduPhone 71;5.
cah.
Frankfort, Ky., Dee. 11.—The
This is one Paducah woman's tessigning of five pardons ond the coin- titneny.
mutation of e Ste sentence to tett
Mrs. Walter Mathews, 12i5-0 North
years were among the last 'official Thirteenth street, Paducah, Ky.,
acts of Gov. Beckham. The pardoais says: " ih,pre used two boxes of
granted by the owernoe Were M. C. Doan's
idney Pills and they have
Nelson, forgery, from Livingston done mote to relieve me of a lame
county; Dempsey West, manslaugh- back and pain in my left side than
hibiting the adulteration of white ter, Laurel county; Samuel Harrod,
all the other medicines I ever used.
lead and mixed paints. The opinion obtaining money under false preBefore
using them I suffered everyof Justice McKenna upheld the law, tenses, Woodford county; Sarah
thing with my back and side. At
thus affirming the decision of the Standford, bigamy, Campbell county;
times I was hardly able to do my
United States circuit court for the Thomas McNeal, sent up for life
housegork. 1 saw Doan's Kidney
•
North Dakota dietrkt.
from Greenup county for murder, Pills highly recounnended sol Prosentence commuted to ten years.
cured them at DuBois Son & Co.'s
..—There is one landlord In this
drug store, took them as directed and
city who is hunting for a tenant like To Drive Out Malaria
have been more than pleased with
And Build Up the System. the results:I'
you as earnestly as you are bunting
GROVE'S
Standard
Take
the
Old
Price 50
for a landlord like him. A taut ad.
For sale by all dealers
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. You
should introduce you.
cents. Foster-Milhutn Ca., Buffalo,
know what you are taking. The forNew York, vole agents for the United
mula is plainly painted on every boa
States.
s tle. showing it is simply Quinine and
and take no other.
Iron in a tasteless form, and the most

Give Us a Share of
Your

INSURANCE=1
E. J. PArXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 358.

day decided the case of the Heath
& Mil'asan Manufacturing company,
paint manufacturers of Chicago, and
a large number of other paint manufacturers, against J. H, Worst, director of the North Dakota government agricultural experiment station,
brought to test the validity of the
"
4
proNorth Dakota statui.-

100 Cards and Plate
Old English, shaded"

- -

French Script

50
$3.00

e3.00
Engraved Stationery

Two qui ree of monogram paper and Ifty envelopes

$1.25

Let us show you the prettiest samples of the engravers' artyou ever saw.

TI-1E SUN

and everybody on the stage rushes in SEEK TO MAKE ALL IOWA DRY. to the constitution will he presented
by the next legislature. Already 12,the direction of the sound. The dapper traveling man from the city, who Prohibition Workers in Des Moines 000 names have been plaoed on a peBegin a State-Wide Campaign.
excitedly
tition to amend
-wind-mills,
asks
sells
the constitution.
"What's the matter; a fire!" "No,
"Prohibition amendment submission
Des Moines, Dec. ILL-Beltering day" will be fixed and observed- in
just the five thirty-five!" is the loafthat No thine is ripe for state-wide almost every city and town In Iowa.
er's reply.
This production cornea to The Ken- prohibitive In Iowa, the Des Moines
tucky Thursday, December 12.
KILLS HUNTING COMPANION.
Ministerial association, acting on a
effectual form. For grown people
James H. Stoddart Dies,
suggestion from the Waterloo associaand children, 50c.
New York, Dec. 11.—James Henry tion, this meriting launched the cam- Load of Shqt Takes Effect In the
123 South Second.
Stomach'of Eli'Reeves.
Stoddart, the actor, died this morn- Paige. It -is possible that a special
Buried Under Avalanche of Corn.
Open day and night.
now open in new quartera.
ing at his home on- Cliff road, Se- session, of the legitilature will be
Owings%
Chattanooga, Tenn., Dec. _11.—A
Ky., Dee. 11.—James
waren, N. .1, He was 80 years ord. called as a result of the refusal of 'ffiiigy, aged 1.5, accidentally shot and
special from Knoxville says Mrs. J.
J. Sk-Millan, of near Straii Plains, IS NEW FIRE MARSHAL, C. M. With.-him at, the time of -his death Davenport to obey the liquor laws. almost instantly killed Eli Reeves,
were his son, Thomas A. Stoddart, If this is not done the mirriseers and aged 14, while Q u t bird hunting this
met death in a straeige way yesterhappen.
and his daughter, Mary C. Stoddart. Anti-Saloon bearup will conduct a morning, near-their home, four miles
day evening. While in the smokeHis fuaeral will be held on Wednes- year's campaign, with the hope of north IA this place. The whole load
houge getting some articles for supday.
+all-ring public sentiment to such I. of shot took effect in the boy's stomper the second floor gave way under
of an .pen fireplace is produced.
,
The actor had not been on the stage pitch that
a weight of corn stored in it and, she Says He Will Act With Energy and
prohibition amendment ach making a frightful -.soiled.
taneoesly when you turn the switeh of a
since April.• 1905. when he was
i was hurled beneath the avalanche
Promptness and Work
stricken with paralysis while one a
'Groans and cries were heard front
Faithfully.
tour at Galt. Ont., in his play "Under
I beneath the mass of corn, but she
the Bonny Brier Bush." He earned
was dead before she could be gotten
out.
his greatest fame as a member of the
ILEA 1' HI1110UT FLA.3i1E
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. di.— Mr. C. Union Square theater, a stock comChristmas Suggestions
M. Barnet, state fire marshal, Is pany Played under the mattagement
WHAT CAUSES HEADACHE
Simple Sale Attractive
president
of
the
American
Society
the
From October to May, Colds are
of the late A M. Palmer. with Charles
most frequent cause of Headache. of Equity and is a strong Tobacco Thorne, Stuart Robeon. Rose Etynge.
No liquid No gas No odor
LAXATIVE BROMO QUIN/N1) re- Growers' association man. He said J. M. Polk, James O'Neill, Sara
night that he would exercise the Jewett and other actors who won reConnects to circuit with
plug moves cause. E W, Grove on box. last
duties of the fire marshal's office nown tor that organization.
25e.
suid flexible cord — starts and
without regard to any party organMr. Stoddart was born In Yorkstays, like an incandescent lamp
ization or person. He said that he
Ice Plant Burned.
litre
lactOltpr 13. $127. and with
All
lnvealtratiOn
IMO
cor&fetVevey, fritC-riec.
his five brothers began to follow the
Ideal for the Bathroom
is supposed to have originated tromp any fire entirely Impartially and en- profession of his father, a well
sefective electric wiring, destroyed deavor to the best of his ability to known English- actor, as soon as b.
!he ice plant of Stucy 'Bros. The lotiti bring to the bar of justice any Person was old enough to stand up. He
-'I
Pt#witsr co., Worst Vet
Thiro Poi:fut.:41h Light
will be several hundred thousands of guilty of Incendiariern, even thong"), came to New York in 1854 and, made
that person should be a member Mt
dollars, covered by insurance.
his first appearance at Wallack's
the Tobacco Growers' association
theater, playing a small -part in "A
Hopkirrsville.
trouble
'at
The
present
Use San Want tile—Best results.
Phenomenon In a Smock Frock."
matter
for
Mr Barnett said, was a
l'arrra Ktihne, E. A. Sethern, Dion
Mott Ayres, the preeent fire marshal,
Boucicault. Jcp0ph Jefferson and Mrs.
to attend to, and that he had noth
John Wood were his associates in
Ing to do with it. He said that he
early
days. It was at the Olympic
had given out a statement in Louistheater in Boucicault% "The Long
tulle regarding theetres at HopkinsStrike" that his performance of Lawvine and -that wcnild state his posiyer Moneypenny gained him the repution fully.
tation he never lost.
Mr. Barnett-was formeTly surveyMr. Stoddart met, during his aaarlor of port in Louisville.
t
-lat!on
with James Wallack's ecoMof
secretary
L.
Bruner,
Dr. Ben
etate-elect, announced that he will any, Matilda Phillips, whom he subquently
married. His children
appoint Jackson Morris, of McKee,
to be asistant secretary of state, never followed his profession.
"11#
Mr. Morris had been an applicant
((Jr the position of adjutant general
and was prominently mentioned for
that place
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Box of Engraved Stationery or100
Visiting Cards Make- Ideal Gifts

Kinds of Insurance

Bars Adulteration of Paints.
Washington, Dec. IL —The supreme court of the United States to-
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Cheerful Glow

Luminous Radiator

Use the
Diamond Rubber
I4 THEATRICAL NOTES t
Stamps

a sweeping reduction on

coatsandfurs

Perhaps there's no garment in the
man's wardrobe in which he'll take
moie genuine comfort, and yet is
less likely to buy for himself. It
is essentially a.gift garment.
Our holiday line is now complete and we would
suggest that if you have a smoking jacket on your
list it would be well to make early selection, before
the assortment becomes depleted. Our showing this
season is more extensive than ever and interest in
these garments is bound to center here.

The Diamond Stamp Works

--tomorrow marks the opening of a sale which is bound
to be of compelling interest to the shoppers who expect their Christmas money to buy more than usual
this year.
—it is nothing less than an unrestricted reduction of
ONE-THIRD---33 1-3 per cent—on any coat in our
immense stock, formerly sold for $10.00 or over or on
any fur which sold for $7.50 or more.
---not often do circumstances so play into your hartds
at this gift-giving season. Mother, wife or daughter
may have a present this- year which will be of lasting
benefit instead of the useless trifles—and at about
• the
same cost, too.
---by all means, take advantage of this splendid opportunity. ---make your dollars count.

Make it a Box of

$3.50 to $15.00

a"Axe BADAANY
ESTA LISHED MS
Your Clothier for 39 years.

Cigars

4— ONE-THIRD OFF ON ANY COAT
which sold for $10 b0 or more.

ONE-THIRD OFF ON ANY FUR

'They save the Continual writing
"The County Chairman."
aver the Same thing. They are
A genuine American play, a corn
not expansive. Send us an order,
edy of human Interest, set in. four
reted
elaborately staged scenes.
Prices Right.
by a company of 110 poopelethere
you have "The COunty Chairmun,"
George Ade'e great success.
This beautiful offering to the stage
115 1 Third St. Phones 358.
so unconventional an strikes so near
the heart of the great American people that it can- safely be said that the
pictures placed before the'audiences
are not like stage'sicenes at all. One
90e41 "The County Chairman" and as
each of the four arts progreeses, the
people on the stage are not acting at
all, they are just their every daa
hatural selves and having fun out of
it, too. Who has not seen these fellows hanging around the griacery
store with a pump in front of it? The
crabbed, cross old fellow in black,
Judge Rigby, is the mean, old lakinflint, miserly to the extreme and his
pretty daughter, Lucy, is as sweet as
Your geetlemee friends appreciate
the roses she carries oh her acm.
You have to laugh when the Mittnothiog more.
en--; darkey, Sassafras Livingston,
sells the grocery store keeper three
dozen eggs--soure Of them duck eggs
We handle only the best of
--and the fellow doesn't keep ducks.
He gets 15 cents a dozen in trade
imported and domestic ciand be asks the storekeper for some
gars and all boxes are put
tobacco, needles and thread, GOIlle
lady-fingers, a piece of salt pork, a
up in fancy holiday packbox of blueing and "Use rest in pepages for gifts.
permint candy."
What Is the cause of the excitement down the road? The crowd of
loafers become excited. A lone wheelman _comes in on an old-fashioned
"ordinary" 'bicycle. The front 'wheel
is as big as a locomotive wheel—has
a step above it, and the rider, proudly
•
says he can make eight miles an hour
on it.
Have they gir:s in this place?
Docens and cleze
wet
* of them and they
come and go
ring nunbownets and
little caps. The village belle, Lorena
Drug Store
,
Watkins. is the milkner and she
itn4ts so many tradeling gentlemen
4th and Broadway
that Are can't remember their names
• Both Phones 77
S9te is a -natural-born flint and is
proud of it
.1111111111111/
A whistle Is heard fp the distance
‘
11111111110

MOKING
JACKETS

•

which sold for $7.50 or more.

Imenvemeesenleimelmemeinelmielialememsimer•
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At

The Kentucky
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50,144.
....
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Geo.Ade's Master Piece

...THE..

dilberes

buy itfrom the Economy Center

The Original New 'York
Production of

Prices:
25e, 35c, 50c, 75c., 111.0%

13eatAn sale' Wednesday.

County Chairman
A beautiful story of heart interest,
bristling with brilliant wit.

rtiEsch

PADUCAIT EVENING SUN

BRIDGE FALLS _
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DOUBLE HEADERS

We Sell

•"-""'"-t
-

KVEN PEOPLE KILLED WHEN
(FOES DOWN.

DO NO GOOD TO SPORT SAYS
PRESIDENT.O.'LLIAM.

Hign Water in 'Susquehanna" Causes
Cellupee -at
Mitilinville
Yesterday.,

Bloo ntshe
pa., Dec. 11. High
/Water (-tweed a collapse of tb,e new
bridge in course of erection over the
west branch of the Susquehanna
river at Miffiinville, and e.sulted in
the death of ts.‘vri men, and .Injury
to nearly a score of others, Oleo perhaps fatally. Forty men were at
work on a treyeler on - the middle
bean when li-coliapsed. All. were
thrown into the river.
,
The dead are: .1. W. Ealieharlee
Ness, of Sento;
Creitzer, Adam
Grove; Adam Tritt, of _Beaver Valley: Irvin Upciegraff, of Geoggetown;
- itillapd Bowman, of Miffilnaville;
George Pestle, address unknown.
Fatally injured: William •Beeyer,
New York; Ray Sherwoed, of Meshoppen.

on the positive guarantee National League Magnate Does Not
Like Sale of Liquor in
that if it does not give satisBottles.
faction we will return the
entire amount of money paid
us for- it. We mean this- New York, Dec. 11.-At today's
of the National League, Presand ask all those who are sesstpa
ident Pulliam today read his report
sick and need strength to try On discipline exacted tfy umpires and
iewith this understanding. made suggeations for changes in the
11. McPHERSON, Druggist.
Paducah, Ky.
was the flagship of the commander ti.
chi•=1 bulb is now thrown back to
eleventh place In the list. came in today. making fourteen battleships at
anchor off here. •
•

Clilt.DameeS
Favorite tent' Is White's Cream rtrmifuge. the cure or worms'and all children's diseases. It net only kills the
worms, but removes tpe: mucous and
slims in which they ouild their nests,
Its action on the chill la mild and
leaves him In a healthy condition. Joe
Surmact Tenn., says that he5
gave one of MI children White's ("team
EVANS IN .00NIMAND OF FLEET. itrermifttge when the doctor thought It
had colic, and from the first dose the
child rasped 73.worma. Sold b* J. H.
Admiral Boards Flagehip and Vessels Othischlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. Q.
BMWs,

present rules. "rite report showed
that daring the last season there
were 112 removals from games and
seventeen auspenelons, the smallest
number in the last five years. He
recommended that the sale of liquor
in bottles and the sale o: liquor in
the grandstands be prohibited. Pulliam declared that artificial doubleheader games and sevezp inning contetite should be done away with, and
they did -nor make for the good of
the sport. There was- much discuss:oft during thee day of exchanges of
players, but no deals were concluded

!NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Assemble for Start of Cruise.
Ws Titled Foreigner.
Old Point Oornfort,ra., Dec. 11.-New York, Dec. 11.-An internaemThe double-etarre3 !flag oehltle.
tional wedding of interest to society
blem of the commander in chief of took place today with the marriage
the Pacific-bound battleah4.p fleet was of Miss,Irma. Stern, daughter of
flung to the breeze from the main Louis Stern, and Baron von Graffen.
truck of the: battleship Connecticut- r140. The Ceremony took place at
1,odae, and Rear Admiral' Robley, D. the home of the bride's father in
Evans formally assumed his potion Fifth avenue. The Itaron is a capas1eader of the gfeateat naval moire- tain In kpe 'Swiss army, and a eon of
rocnt in the history of the American, the lite Baron von Emmanuel Grafpeople.
finned, who' was in' the d!ptomatic
,i
This was itesembly day for the fleet eerviee.
which le to set sail Monday and oil
the itzteen greai fighting Machines;
THAT'S IT:
ordered to ektzt Aye sonthernost end' rough yours‘IS into a . tit of spasms
asd then wonder why you don't get
of all America there were but two well, If you will oseiy try a botAle of
laggards. These were'the Minneisoea, Rallard's Horehound Syrup your tough
will he a thing of the past. It is a
flagship of Rear .tAtintiral C. 31-7
tire cure for Coughs. Influenza.,
nealtla and all Pulmonary diseases.
Thomas, commander qf the second
e you-at your
One bottle -will convia,
squadron of the fleet, and the Ken- druggist, 2.5. loc. $1.00 Sold by 3. H.
Oehlschlauker.
n
Bros.
O.
tucky.
Ittpiey.
The Minnesota and the Kentucky
you
are both expected to drop ageher In
"Hello-, 'Bilking!
Wha are
Hanipton Roads tomorrow and then work:zig for now?"
the histcric..fleet will be complete.
"Same people-a wife and ft,VP
The new Maine. which to years ago ebilkiren "-Philadelphia inquired. "

,

=I

MO.

Sued for Divorce.
:Morgantown, Ke.,.Dec. 11•.---Lean7
der Belcher, a merchant at Townsville, Ws county, who married about
a month ago, has been stied here by
his wife for a divorce and alimon
end hi:: store and all other property'
attached.
As he is postmaster at
Towneville he has been allowed tol
keep his store open where he has the
poetolice.
et.
Paiing Cash, on Tobacco.
Moj'gantown, Ky.. Dec. I 1.---Wha!
whacco was raisqd In this county thit
ear is of 'a better grade than usua1.
and the farmers are delivering it here
to a local indtpeodeat buyer, and the
banks here are paying their check,
In full.

faunpaign for County Mime.
Hickman, Ky., Dec. 11.-The ram-'
palgn for county offices promises t,
be an interesting One. With the possible exception of one or two, ever)
precinct Meals county (eight in all),
wi'l have a "capable and conserva•
tive" man out for office.
T111•; PLACE TO BUY STABLE
The sheriff's offices seems to be the
itio,t sought, as there are already six
GENTLEMEN.
PBESEliTS YOB
candidatesout, and the election take,
place neatly a year from now-'next
November. Other offices will have a
Briar and Meerschaum Mfrs. Cigar number of candfdates out.
Holders.'rigar and Tobacco Jars.
Fine Itbaccon. 5 and 10 cent cigars in
Gradiug Samples.
holiday OA'halms.
VI'Inchester, Ky.. Dee. 11.-- The

THE SMOKE HOUSE.
21t.! 1114•:iduity.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Real Estate Agency.
PREEREAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

district board of the burley tobacee
society Is bolding its quarterly meet
ing, here today. Thirty-odd memberare tnattentlance. The forenoon wa4
taken up with the inspection of s'"
pies. Forty thousand samples h..••
been graded and made ready for the
inspection of 'buyers. Eacli eampl(
represents a hogshead of 1906 tobacco held by the society. The q "
tion of prices will come before
afternoon session, and other questions
of interest.
Will Handle Crops Again.
Leitchfield, Ky., Dec. 11.-The
American Society or Equity, which.
after purchasing 'a large warehouse
in Leitchfield and arranging to construct another at Caneyville, abandoned the Grayson county field, ha:
reconsidered its plane and is now pre
'paring to undertake, the haadling of
p4he county's crop. Arrangements
;have been made for the financing of
the plan in Hopkinsville, ands R. C.
'Beauchamp, of l;a1ht of Rough, has
lbeen entrusted with the management
The society la now receiving 943111
!storing "tobacco in its warehouse at
Fella of Rough, on the northern edge
of the County, and is pushing the
erectibn of the Oaney-ville house,
which will be ready fbr occupancy by
the, first of the year. There are reports here of plants around Spring
Lick, in the western part of Grayson
county, being waned not to sell their
crop.
• ee
Equity

HEAR16 00TOUTHTTERS
There are no credit prices on our clothing.
They are table-madv-r,hand tailored and Union Made.

Men's Suits and Overcoats
$7.00 TO $18.00
Our Shoe and Furnishing lines are complete.
We have a very attractive line of Men's Suits a
$3 50 to $6 50.
300 unredeemed pledges in Over9,324,---ovorth
scro to.sio.eo, now being closed opt at $3.50.

B. MICHAEL, PROPRIETOR
211 BROADWAY

-

President Denounces Mob
Bide.
As national president of the American Society of Equity of North
America. I desire to denounce, lithe
strongest terms at my commend, the
recent outrageous conduet of those
who- compose the mobs at Princeton
and ilopkinville, and all otter unlawful Refs which have been committed In western Kentucky. Ithit-e ne
knowledge as to whether or not these
people are memhers..of the American
Society of Equity. If they are members they are worse enemies to the
**Met/ t,an it they were rank outsiders. 'Everyy, true member of the
seViety and thane who are wellwishers for the success of the principles will lend whatever aid they
can in apprehending and bringing to
justice these violators of the law,
and no' person who is a true friend
to the order will make inflammatory
spe-thes which are calculated to ex.
rite and bring about• deeda of vieFere*. I care not whether be itt merely, known fn his own locality or is
an orator whose reputation extends
to the capital of our country,-O,
BARNETT.
-Of course, if you are not solver.
hij'ltyoit. arerl'iVrin a tinrty. to

LOOK AT THESE PRICES
$25,00 Suits and
22.50 Overcoats •

. at $16.75
$20.00 Suits and
18.00 Overcoats • . at $14.50
$16.50 Suits and
at $12 75
15.00 Overcoats
•

$13.5o Suits and
12.5o Overcoats

Suits and
$10•00 Overcoats
$8.50 Suits and
7.50 Overcoats •

IL $9.50

at $7.75
at$6.50

SPECIAL
$12,00 tan worsted rain-proof cravanette overcoats at

$7.50
Existing conditions compel this exceptional clothing offering.
Our regular prices being fully one-third
less than other stores selling equal qualities and workmanship, makes the present reduced prices an event of utmost
importance to conservative buyers.

Bank Cettificates Taken Same as Cash
Your Money' Back if Not Satisfied
.MARKS
See Windows. Market Square
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"Very good," I said. "Now I'll just
cities are to their commercial dislook about the town a bit. You may
tricts. Factories, WWI located at
esne with me, if you please, FitzMetropolis, are there, because moot
hugh."
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
the
of their business is dotes in
"Yes, sir." •
THE SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY north. On that side of the river, the
, "And Abrams and Lockhart may go
northern tariff prevails. On thie
NCOIWORATICD
I scouting if they like."
A Mystery Story
side *e have the southern, tariff
Abrams and Lockhart thought they
F. M. FISHER, PresidetiL
so.
Francisco
of San
rates. It probably always well be
would like.
E. „T. PAXTON, General Manager.
and miles, that get 'supplies from the
"Better keep together," I continued.
Mature at the postoinee at Paducah. southby river, ship their finished
By
"'What's the earliest time any one
Ma. as second class matter.
is
north
by
roil,
and
it
products
could get here?"
EARLE ASHLEY WALC,OTT
rust as advantageous to them as a re"Two o'clock—if they drove ovens
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
be.
would
ceiving point, as this
"I'll be around here by that time.
THE DAILY $UN
while they enjoy the benefits of the
You, Abrams,. can look out for the
.10 rates to the north. The growth of
By Carrier, per week
road and see who comes into town."
oiDaarrtait INC Om baba* Morrill 0..)
By mail. per month, in advance.. .18 Paducah and these two Illinois towns
"All right, sir," said Abrams. -There
By mail, per year, in advanc•....91.1116 must be harmonious and cocurreut.
won't anybody get in here without I
(Continued from Last lisue.);
THE WEEKLY SUN
—.--s,-0
catch sight of him."
Per year, by mail, postage paid..$1.00
Lockhart nodded his assent to the
Lots of strange face* in Frankfort - "They'll have to earn their money
to find us there," Said
boast, and after cautioning the men
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.... today.
The gray day had become
Abrams.e
Phone ass
grayer, who were left behind we sallied forth.
Deice, 116 South Third.
and the wind blew fresh in our faces'
The town was a straggling, not unINDISCREET
PRESS
Young,
and
New
Chicago
Payne &
with the smell of rain heavy upon It pleasing country place. The business
press"
"indiscreet
the
The
Sun
Is
work, representatives.
as we sought the hotel. It was a street was depressing with its stores
referred to, which gave publicity to
THE MIN can be found at the follow- the news, that our coutemporartiee bare country place, yet the trees grew, closed and its saloons open. In the
by the hotel and there were vines residence streets I was better pleased.
nag phases:
miseed. It is an easier task to carp
climbing about its side and it looked Man had done little, but nature was
it. D. elements & Co.
about the rival that gets the news as though we might be
somfortable prodigal to make up for his omissions.
Van Cum" Bros.
first and publishes it, than to get It. tor a nay, /mould to nave to stay mere The buildings were
poor and flimsy,
Palmer House.
live
so
long.
Our contemporaries get most,
but in the middle of December the
"Plenty of room," said the landlord, flowers
news from our celumns. Perhaps, if
bloomed, vines were green,
pl)S Sic
the paper, that called us the "indie- rubbing his hands.
•Iriyar.
bushes sent forth their leaves and the
"We
wish
know,
a
large
room,
you
readiLABEL
UNION
its
informed
ereet press," had
beauty of the scene even under the
er, te whom it referred and to what where we can be together," I said. leaden skies and rising gale made it •
"and
sleeping
rooms
adjoining'
delight to the eye.
it referred, they would have sug"Here's just the place for yea," said
"Not much of a place," said Fftzgested that It le-come a little more
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11.
the landlord, taking the way to the end laugh,
looking disdainfully at the buildprecipitate—even "indiscreet" ± in
of the upper hall and throwing open ings. "Hello!
Here's Dick Thatcher
the acquisition of news, whether it
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
a double door. "This is the upstairs How are you,
Dick? It's a year of
is about preparation's to receive night parlor, but I can let you have it.
riders or about the other things There's this large bedroom opening off Sundays that I haven't seen you. This
November, 1907.
is—er--a friend of mine, Thatcher-.
3832 The Sun publishes first. Lexington it—the corner bedroom, sir—and this
1
3863
16
you needn't mention that you've seen
there.
preparations
tole
of
papers
3810
18
2
6275
small one here at this side opens into us."
prepabout
told
papers
3795 Owensboro
the parlor and the hall. Perhaps you
4
3839
18
"We needn't be strangers to Mr.
3791 arations, there and The Paducah would like this other, too."
...e ...3846
20
Thatcher," I laughed. "My name is
preparations
about
told
Evening
Sun
"This
is
enough
for
our
courforte
I
3795
21
0..e.....3857
Wilton. Of course you won't mention
3804 here, while "discreet" rivals—didn't assured him.
22
7.
...3865
our business."
hap"There'll be a fire here in a minute,"
23
3801 suppress the n'ews'—just didn't
3870
s .
"Oh, no, Mr. Wilton," said Thatcher,
said the landlord, regarding the miser- impressed, and
25
3790 pen to he looking for,it,
3S7s
I.
shifting the quid of toable little stove with an eye of satis- bacco in his lantern
3794
3867
26
11
jaws. "Of course
faction
that
I
attributed
to
its
eco3790
net."
27
12
3$54
nomical
proportions.
"And you needn't say anything of
3791
3848
2-8
13
"This is good enough." salid Lock- our being here at
3801
all," I continued.
3845
29
14
hart looking about approvingly at "It might
spoil tho trade."
3 SS.16
3832
30
15
the prim horsehair furniture that gave
"Mum's the word," said Thatcher.
an awesome dignity to the parlor.
"Ill not let a soul know till you say
102,049
Total
"Beats our quarters below hollow," 'Let 'er go.' 0 Lord! I
hope the trade
Average, November, 1906.... 3,957 ROOSEVELT MAKES PUBLIC LET- said Fitzhugh. "And no need to have
goes through. We want a lot more
TER SENT TO ROOSTERS.
Average. Noveiltser, 19.07.... 3,92.;
your gun where you can grab it when capital here."
32
Decrease
the first man says boo!"
Mr. Thatcher began to scratch his
me,
before
Personally appeared
"Don't get that idea into your head,"
head and to expectorate tobacco juice
this December 3rd, 1907, R. D. Macsaid I. "Just be ready for anything
copiously, and 1 suspected he WAS
Millen, business manager of The Sun, Regards Departmentnl Meanings As that comes We're not out of the
wondering what the secret might be
state
the
above
affirms
that
woods
a
IsIng
way."
who
yet, by
Serious Illation of Propriety.
that he was not to betray. So I made
"They've gone on to Sacramento,"
rnent of the circulation of The Sun
haste to
laughed Fitzhugh; &Si --411*--04
for the reeetifet of --Inovetrrher,--e907.
"le-this stable yours?"
nodded in sympathy.
Is true to the best of his knowledge
Washinstote Dec. 11.—After the
"Yes, sir," said Thatcher eagerly.
"Indeed?"
I
said.
"How
niany
of
and belief.
cabinet meson today the letter ad- you could have missed
"I've been running it nigh on two
seeing
a
party
PETER PURYEAR,, Notary Public. dressedby President Roosevelt to the
years now."
My commission expires January 22 members of his tab-Met on, November of nine get off at a way-station on this
"Pretty good business, eh. Dicke"
19.08.
19, instructing them to inform the 411Ekete
said Fitzhugh, looking critically about.
There
" was silence.
federal officeholders not to partici"Nothite to brag on," said Thatcher
"If there's anyone here who thinks
Daily Thought.
pate in a third term movement for he would have missed us when he was disparagingly. "You don't make a
Do not for one repulse forego the President Roosevelt, was made pub- set to look for us, just let hint speak fortune running a livery stable le
purpose that you resolve to effect.— lic at the white house. It is under- up," I continued with good-natured these parts-times are too hard."
And then Mr. Thatcher unbent, and
Sbakespeare.
stood thr cabinet officers will at once raillery.
between
riods or vigorous mastica"I guess you're right," said Pitzbugh
take action in accordance with the
tion
at a cud, introitticed us to his
"They
couldn't
have
missed
seeing
Do your shopping now. Cbristmas terms of this letter, which wits as
horses nd eagerly explained the adus."
follows:
is coming.
"Exactly. And they're not off for vantages that ble stable leissessed
"1 have been Informed that certain
Sacramento, and not far from. Liver- over any other this side of Oakland.
A little longer and then we shall officeholders in your department'are
"Very good," I said. "We may want
more."
proposing to go to the national conall be broke.
"Well, they're only two," saitl Lock- something in your line later. We can
vention as delegates to procure my hart.
find you here at any time, I. suppose."
Does a full purse add any to the indorsement for such renomination
"0 Lord, yes. I live here days and
"How long will it take to get a dozenjoyment of the glad Christmas- by state convention. This must me en more up here" I asked. •
sleep here nights. But if you want to
tide? asks a lady. How should we be.
"There's a train to Niles about take a look iv .,the property before it
"I wish you to inform such officers noon," said one of the men. "They gets a wettini you'll have to be pretty
know? Did anyone ever try it?
as you may find it advisable or neces- Could get over from there in an hour spry."
My suggestion of a trade had misled
Captain Crumbaugh should have sary to inform, in order to carry out or two more by hard riding."
'The Los Angeles train comes the worthy stahltellan into the impreshad the word "rink" inscribed In the aspire of this instruction, that
sion that I was considering the purluminous paint on the front of his such advocacy of my renotninatioi. through about dark," said another.
"I think, gentlemen," said I politely, chase of real estat,e.
. building. Then no night rider would or acceptance of an election as dele"I'll see about it," I said.
- it:netlike it for a tobacco warehouse. gate for that purpose will he regard- "that we'd best look out for our de"There's a big rain coming on, sure,"
fenses.
There's
likely
to
be
a
stromy
ed as a serious violation of official
he said warningly, as we turned back
evening, I should Judge."
Henry Clay Love .yill get used to propriety and will be dealt with acto the hotel..
"Well,"
growled
leainweght,
his new aebestos mattress after cordingly. Sincerely yours,
It was a little after 1 o'clock, but as
can look out for ourselves as well att
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
awhile.
we approached -our quarters- Lockhart
the next fellow."
"If there's bloody crowns going came running toward me.
"What is it?" I asked, as he panted,
FLED IN NIGHT CLOTHES.
--King Gustav, of Swedsn, desires
round, the other gang will get its
share," said Fitzhugh. And fhe men out of breath.
the re-union of Sweden and Norway,
"There's a special train just come
and no doubt he will be able to ac- Paintsrille Storekeeper Has (lose about me nodded.
Call for His Life,
I was cheered to see that they need- in," he said; "an engine and one car.
cornelish les desigo—by letting King
ed nobody to do their fighting, how- It's at the station now."
Haakon, ofeNorway be king of the
"So? Did any of our friends come
PaIntsville. Ky., Dec. 11.—At an ever advisable it might be to do their
whole business.
on it?"
early hour this morning the store of thinking by deputy.
Jake Cline was burned with his stock
General &oilseed is making a much of
goods valued
at $3,200. Tbe
more effective ,defense of himself
stock was fully insured, but there
than he made of Port Arthur.
was no insurance on the building.
Mr. Clime had a narrow escape
Anthaestador Takahira. at Rome, from
being buried alive. His first
says there it; no more trouble between
intimation of the fire was when the
'CHRISTMAN SUGGESTIONS.
Japan and the United States; but the flames burst through the felling into
situation was 'strained once. We
the living rooms above, where be Was 1
•
thought it was right thin, but we
sleeping. He found that the entire
was
strained,
didn't know it
lower part of the building was in
flames and his only avenue of escape
DREA-MS AND REALIZATION.
being rapidly cut off, he rushed for
"Fourteen feet to Paducah" has a the stairway, net having time to put
wonderfully attractive sound. Di- on his clothes. There was $250 in a
mensions always interest us. There trunk in the house which was also
is sOmething in the mention of size destroyed. The lire is supposed to
-that arrests our attention. We can have been, of Incendiary origin.
grasp bulk and depth and breadth
E show the bearskins, also plain astraand height. Thee convey mental pictkhans and mercerized a,strakhans in
LIVESTOCK IN BAKEWIT
ures to us, and excite the imaginaCHILDREN IN ICE CHEST.
white,
brown,
red, gray, at $1.00 and $1.50.
tion. A fourteen foot channel will
Chicago, Dec. 11.—An Italian- bak.
Blue corduroy and leather leggings for $1.00
enable any boat, that can start up
the Missiesippl, to reach Paducah. PI y, where a sheep, a horse and three
and $1.25.
the headwaters of- winter navigation. dogs. led a happy life, and an Italian
One of oar novelties for little folks is
where two children
Any business's or industry that thrives; meat market
our line of umbrellas and canes with mebest on deep water ettegation sill Sleep in 'the ice box, were among the
be possible here. Being at the point novelties discovered yesterday in a
chanical handles, at $1.25 and $2.50, and
fartherest north of the deep water tour of inspection by Dr. J. R. Kelso,.
we are confident they will please any
way, Paduoitti will be nroie aeceseible of the city department of health. He
removal
of
tbc
youngster.
gave
orders
for
the
to Inland sources of supPly. making
this the assembling poInt and. pante animals from the bakery. and he told
Reefer coats for gifts in solid red, $5 to
ally. the m.anufacturing,point of raw the'rnother of the children- thatean
$6.50.
ice
unwholesome
place
box
was
an
materlal. The result of the deep
Tan and light tan and brown mixed
water navigation measured in com- for them, This Was in the quarter in
merce will attract railroads; and so Milton avenue and Gault court, a litmannish
style toques or knitted caps, 25c
on, the imagination runs ahead of tle north of Chicago avenue. where It
and
50c.
make
the
people
underis
hard
to
Care and reveals to Up the future, we
can make
Astrakhan tams for girls, in white,
The realization depends stand why the inspectors bather
a good upon our ability to work as them.
•••-

Vabucab Sun.

BLINDFOLDED
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Christmas comes ana every heart overflows with yuletidejov.

"WHAT SHALL I GIVE HIM CHRISTMAS?"
' This is the same difficult problem that presents
itself at every recurrence of the season. Wc come to
your rescue and say: "Come here with all your troubles
and let us show you." We're in holiday attire and have
thc th;ngs a man buys for himself and appreciates most.
'We can also fill the boy's stocking as satisfactorily as
the man's. A few suggestions:
/ OVERCOATS
RAIN COATS
SUITS
TROUSERS
FANCY VESTS
SMOKING JACKETS
BATH ROSES

COMA R8
Cl FES
MUFFLERS
CAPS
SWEATER
SHIRT PROTECTOR
ETC., ETC., ETC.

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

LEADER
,rwAwisizotrindeOTMERs
GRAND
DESBERGER'S

323
Broadway

"Abrams has gone down to and out." sickness of his little daugliter.
"Come along then," said I. -Well
Baldree, chief;
Firemen—John
*ire what is to be seen"
Louis Mangeurn and Jim Shell.
Overseer of Chain Gang—James
(To be continued in next tasaa) Schoat,
Tax Collector—Tom McNutt.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Upon metion of Councilman PerkEvery dose maker you feetbeiter. Lax-Pos bill It was ordersd that, the policekeeps year whole +bidder right. hold on else men make monthly reports of the
mosey-heck plan everietiere. 5110550 costa.
burets, during the month.
The board- then adjoul reel.
Three Real Estate Bargains.
A 3-story brie.* Broadway business
house between lot and 2c1 streets.
t•it
$5.000.
Ati 8-room two-story North S4t-h
The case of L. Brewer vs. J. II. street house; fie-mere,
bath, stable:
Kele' for $10.040 damages because 72 foot lot, between Monroe and
of the alleged. libelous statements,
Madison: $6,500.
of Mr. Kesil about Mr. Brewer has
60 acre country home; one of the
been dismissed, settled by agreement
finest and mast modern 'houses In the
between the parties. The suet was
ooanty. House tin high elevation;
brought because of the stateruent
$15,000. Less than cost. ,
of various parties alleging to have
Owner going away, Liberal disoverheard Mr. Kevil say that Mr. count for oash. Some one will
get a
Brewer had been indicted by the
BARGAIN. Au today if you are Intergrand jury for short weighting his
ested.
Whittemore
. Real
Estate
customers.
Agency, Fraternity Building. Both
The city council sleeted officers phones 835
for the coming two years as rollers:
• --Pol lee men---J. T. Lewis, W. D.
$13.000 10 Per Cent Investment.
Waldeop, Zack Albritton and
Alf
Three-story brick business Wee
Brown,
Broadway between Second and TIVrif
City Clerk—T. W. MeNeilly.
streets.
Lot, 24x115 feet, building
Assessor—B. F. Brand.
in 'fine shape, Can lease three years
Cemetery Sexton—J. R. Byrn.
at $1,500 per year °tele Per cent InCity Physician—H, H. Hunt.
terest grofte. $6,000 cash, balance
Doard of Healthe--Dra. Dismukes, per cent.
Jr., Stevens and Hunt.
WFUTTEMORE REAL ESTAT9
At this point Mr. Frietoe was callAGENCY, Fraternity Building
ed home on account of the serious
Both phones 835.

323
Broadway

FOR RENT.
Farm 75 acres, 3 miles from city,
good houses and out buildings, rent
$200 per year
T. E. LYDON.
38)9 Broadway.
FOR RENT.
Five acres of land 15 minutes'
drive from
market
house. Goods
Meuse and stable. Rent $100 per
year.
T. E. LYDON.
349 Broadway.
'Subscribe for The Su&

MAYFIELD.

The Body Merely Machine,
There are just any number of dieeases in which the Osteopathic is the
only treatment that will give any re-,
lief ateall.
The various phases of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
more readily to the Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chronic headaches, partial paralysis and kindred
ailluents, and to one who knows the
first principal, of Osteopathy it is
wisely to see whi this is so.
Osteopathy is a scientific system
of exercise for the nerves and organs
of the body—einaerly mattpulation
by which It restores structural normality. The body is•a Machine ran
by unseen forces called life, and that
it may dll harmoniously it is necessary that there be liberty of blood,
nerves and arteries from the generating point to destination! This Is
what osteopathy does—gives liberty
to the blood, nerves and arteries.
Dr. G. B. Froage, 516 Broadway,
phone 140/.
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TRY IT AND SEE

Watch our windows and this space 'or
ideal gifts.

DjOYL.614,,LIN&CO.

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

s4t7'
1 415,

1

Irogkes411••8111ps.4111•41111tar.dadmilias-rfOi-ermis.4111401fflawfIVIIIIINe4
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Soon pays for itself in the comfort and
pleasure derived from it.

brown and.red, $2.50 and $3.50.

Rasing Bee for Jeff Davis.
Washington. Dec. 117
,
-A hazing
bee.is being arranged for Jeff Davis.
belligetent senator from Arkansas
When he arises In the senate tomorrow to smite- thetrust, hip and thigh
the ehan Ps are he will talk to a large
array of empty benches. His ereparedemmech isa "corker" He *arts
yin that he does not pro
op,,teby
stint
IMO added to the riVer service, Would pose to sit
mato Metropolis as close to Padu- Old and senile before making hicah as the reirdence section of many self beard.

•.• •

AN
ELECTRIC
IRON

well as dream.
Pe.ducah's prosperity will he en'han'ced when Metropolis and Brcirok' -port become suburbs in every sense
Of that word. There its no doubt that
a railroad from the north, touching
those two points, will ,develop them
industrially quite as nen•h, if not
ltiOre, than- Pavireak iirrt-it bridge

4

We'll lay aside your selection until Christmas and we'll make any exchanges
desired after Christmas.

CUT THIRD TERM

For the Children
How About
Leggings?
W

NECKW EAR ,
GI.OVES
HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
SUSPENDERS
UMBRELLA
SHIRTS

•

•••••
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uck,flips
lits-sas savserresece

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

out. Mr. Grubbs is well known and leinsassusts
has beets employed at the ,Buchanan
restaurant. They will be at 432 Jackson street for a few days before
leaving for Memphis, where Mr.
Grubbs has accepted a potation with
the Memphis Electric Rai:stay comIn (Inent Coutt.
Suit was filed by Gip Husbands.
Charity Club to Have Dinner and administrator of the estate of L. D.
Ruebands, against J. J. Lane for $3.Apren Bazaar.
The Charity club met lii regu l tu 000, alleged to be due on a land
monthly session this morning at the note.
Woman's club house. The usual rouIn Bankruptcy.
tine business was disposed of, the reAttorney J. Dennis Mocquot, W. V.
ports for the district cbairmen were
made and Mr. Toner, the general Eaton and Arthur Y. Martin have
secretary, gave his report, showing filed a claim for $3.000 for services
rendered the truster in the E. Rehmuch commendable work done.
The club decided today to have a kept bankruptcy case. The amount
$3,00e
dinner Saturday, December 21, at of money handled amounts to
amount
some doe n-town place for the men- and it is claimed that a large
atterchants and public-spirited citizens, of work was required of the
The proceeds from this will be used nem

IN THE COURTS

HART°

HERE

Stag Supper a Pleasant Affair.
With the Stuff
A delightful supper was eerved
CP
last evening in the lecture room of
the First Presbyterian citurtsh complimentary to the men of the church
and' their invited guests. It was a
Meg affair. The two tables extended
the length of the room and were
prettily decorated with fruit and
flowers. The supper menu was a
delightful one. The Young Ladies'
eociety of the church, served the
gueets, who numbered 65. The Rev.
qualities for the money and an
G. T. Sullivan, of the Broadway
way Methodist church, pronounced
Xmas glove box with each pair of
the teeming. Clever speeches were
made by Messrs Earl Palmer, John
kid gloves.
T. Donovan and Milton Cope.
to make a Christmas for the poor
In Police Court.
children. iToss, candies, dolls and
John Humphrey, white, was fined
Miniature Wedding a Pretty Cere- baskets of edibles will be bought and
being drunk.
monial.
Coaster that needs no snow. It runs that the
distributed to them just before Christ $1 for
A most attractive entertatninent mas. An apron bazaar will be held
wind can be guided or instantly stopped; is a
License.
Marriage
was given lest evening at the Ken- in connection with the dinner.
V. E. Jones and !aura Harper_
tucky Avenue Presbyterian church
splendid toy for all the year.
G. W. Addister and Jorleau Fletcher
under the auspices of the Ladies' Aid
Patrolman. Aaron Huriey did not
society of that church. It was a leave yesterday for Dixon springs as
Deeds Filed,
''Miniature Wedding," and all the de- expected, but will leave today for
E. D. Thurman' to Mrs. Lucy Son.
tails of a, brillient Church wedding that place.
Herzog adPresents and Hart has just that kind The enwere effectively carried out by the
Mrs. W. E. Gibson, of Paducah, lot la Thurman, Hughes
ELECT OFFICERS FOR ENI4UING children taking part. Little Miss Ky., Is the guest of Miss Blanche dition, $75.
line is composed of big values at the price;
tire
Mary J. Howard to W. C. Rickman
Susan Porter Sleeth wee an ideal Slarquard, of 154)1 Poplar street.YEAR AT ANNUAL MEETING.
even the 10c articles are great ones.
property in county, $700.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
bride and Master Kennett Gardner Cairo Bulletin.
R. C. Overstreet to Calvin Hedden,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4003
was the proud bridegroom. Lem B.
Mr. and ,Mrs. J. Walter Coleman
Broadway. Phone 196.
Ogilvie, Jr., as the minister, per- have returned from a visit to Mr. land in county, $250.
W-. H. Warren to T. L. and L. E
-We give you better carriage and ()live ('amp, W.eximen of the World, formed the ceremony impressively. Coleman's parents at Lowes, Grave*
Council, lane in, county, $325.
Elects 'Dr. williameon to
The bridal party was an extensive county.
better eervice for the money than
in all modern presents for all ages and sizes.
Preside.
one and included: Little Mite Ruth
Mr. Ed Simmons, of Hazel, 041is given by any transfer company in
Hart can show you something new, attractive,
Aoree, maid of honor; Master Fels loway county, was in the city this
E. B. F:DDINGS A SUICIDE.
America. Fine carriages for special
Hecht, the best man, Elsie Eunice morning en route home (rent attenduseful, pretty and at a price that is within reach
.occasions on short notice; also eleVoris and Irma Slaughter, flower ing the inauguration at Frankfort. Prominent (ltizen of Fulton Shoots
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
The Maccabee lodge elected its offiof any purse.
Himself.
Mr. Freak A. Lucas went to Eddygirls; Jimmie Granger and Paltrier
-Forms for real estate agents for cers Laze night to serve during the
pillow bearers; Misses Jennie vine today on legal business.
Fulton. Ky., Dec. 11.---E. B. Ed)
Janes,
sale at this office.
ensuing term as followe: C. W Mon
Hon, Charles; K. Wheeler has re- dings. one of the pioneer citizens of
Rosetta Rascal, Emma Gleaves, Fran-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the ninon, past commander; George E.
business trip to Mis- Fulton, is dead from the effects of a
City for a few months, and I have ac- Ballowe, commander; Jack Cartdr, ces :gators, Sallie Grangee, Katherine turned' from a
self-inflicted pistol wound. Broodquired an interest in his business and lieutenant commander; James Weille Henry, Ruth Lamb. bridesmaids; sissippi.
has
who
Clampitte,
been
ing
over the unfortunate experiences
Mrs.
WadL.
Smiley,
Paul
S.
Slaughter,
James
inAny
him.
for
it
after
look
shall
record keeper: Louis Rapp, finance
Incorporated.
formation with • reference to any keeper; Jcitti Hawkins, sergeant. C. die Lang, is,, !Gizzard Gardner, Law- visiting friends in this city, has re- of hia younger days and continued. Ill
branch of it will receive prompt at- A. Oehler, chaplain; Henry Lehn- rence ,Burnh-am, Emmett Moore. turned to Cbattanooga, where she health, isthe cause assigned for the
rash deed. Where Mr. &tidings seushers. Master Edwin Slaughter and intends to make he0 home.
tention If you will call up The Sun aard, master-at-arms;
John Mt-GerInspector George Elengton, of the cured the pistol with which he shot
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- i-Igen
Mies Lucile Henry were (he father
fine muster of guards; John
ton.
FOR RENT-Three-room house
and mother of the bride. The wed. construction company that is putting h.innself is a mystery to hie wife and
Shores, second master of
guards;
-e-Order your engraved calling
433 Adams street. Apply to 211
was rendered by Miss In the coal chute at the Illinois Cen- members of the family, as no weamusic
ding
John Kreutzer, sentinel; Thomas
cards for Christmas and Cbrist ma*
North Seventh, Phone 1325.
Delia Moveaden. "Lpve Me and the tral shops, was slightly injured yes pon has ever been allowed to remain
MeGarrheal, picket; W. H. Housegifts front The SOD at once. s100
le Mine" and "Oh, Promise terday by a laborer turning a load of in the house.
LOST--Sunday between Seventl
holder, trustee for three years, C. World
Late yesterday Mr. E. 13. &Wings
cards and plate 11.1.14 _
cegremone. concrete into the pit while he was in
and Ohio and Eigleth and Wateing
:
W Morrison trustee for twv- years, Mel"beisg getn before the
went 'out into the hall ofvfils resi-For eumberlog perchance. band
It was a pink and white wedding. the bottom inepecting some work.
ton, Rhine stene comb. :Return to
and Harry Johnston, trustee for one
Mrs. Richard Clements, who has dence to lie down on a couch. A
The altar was artistically decorated
dater's. rubber tine aoA steocils of all }ear.
The Sun for reward.
Subscribers Inserting want ads in
Mods, call on The Diamond Stamp
with these colors and the couple been ill at the Riverside hospital for few seconds later the family was
FOR SALE PR RENT-52 acre
pistol,
a
of
The !inn will kindly remember that
Works, 115 South Third. Phones 358. •
mood under a marriage bell of pink several weeks, has improved suffi- startled by, the report
farm one mile from union depot.
Olive Camp Woodmen.
-100 visiting cards and plate for
ciently to be removed to her home, and running into the hallway, were all such items are to be paid for
Tht
chrysanthemums.
white
and
house and mineral well. Phone
Olive camp, of the Woodmen of the
inserted, the rule *p- Good
horrified to see the aged husband and when the ad
$1.541 at The Sun, special prices for
408 Clay street.
World mimed the following officers bride wore a charming creation of
1627, ring 5.
still
the
with
prostrate
excelslying
without
one
plying In ev
the holidays.
Mre. W. F. Bradshaw, Jr., returned father
who are to Ill the reepective Oases white pointe de sprite and the bridal
CLEANING AND 'PRESSING neatChicken feed, pigeon feed, °soder
home yesterday from Atbens, Ga., smoking weapon gripped tightly in We.
during the next year: Dr. H. F. We- veil was fastened -with orange blos-'
muzthe
done. Satisfaction
ly
guaranteed.
placed
had
He
hand
his
been
her
has
visiting
shell, 11..ee's lice killer, leg bands, inwhere
she
ring
2861.
FOR KINDLING wood
liameon, consul commander; John earns. She carried Bride roses ana
Work called for and delivered. Oas
parents, Mr. and .Mrs. Samuel Whoe, zle of the Pistol in his mouth, the
cubator,,, brooder*, etc., at M J. Yopp Dicke,
l
honor
of
maid
The
-of-the-valley.
lilies
bicyhigh-grade
for
MITCHELLS
advisorilieuteriare; Dr. M.
bullet passing out through the side cles,
trial Is all I ask. James Duffy, Sootl
several weeks.
Seed Co.
826-328 South Third street
Desberger, was gowned in pink. The brides- for
Steinfeld, clerk; Joseph
his head.
of
leave
will
Friedman
Joseph
Mr.
L.
-The Sun Is showing the prettiest banker; George Mann in, escort; Wil- maids wore white with pink pompastovewood ring Ninth street. near Broadway. laticno
and
heating
FOR
Mr. Eddiage had been a resident
338-a.
lines cq fancy stationery for the holi- liam Kyle, watchman; Mr. Grogan. dour sashes and carried pink chrys- tomorrow for Arkansas to join a paror thir- 437 F. Levin.
anthemums. The groom end usbers ty of•friends on a hunting trip in tbe of Fulton for the past thirty
days Itu will see anywhere. Give sentry; Herman Michael, Dr.
FORT UNICTIOLLING - Consult
phone
woou,old
FOR
DRa
ty-five years. At one time he was one
wilds of that state.
your order at once, for Christmas.
fortune .
Ramouda-Cypsy
Kidd and G. F. Phillips, managers wore "conventional streets salts." The
2361.
Mr. A. E. Boyd went to Murray of the town's wealthiest citizens, but
Truthful predictions, reliable advice,
-city subscribers to the Daily The in/Reflation occurs the first flower girls were in white and pink today
with
deak
top
-Roll
SALE
FOR
overwas
he
seat%
declining
his
in
on legal business.
and the pillow bearers in white sults.
practical, trustworthy business methSun who wish the delivery of their Tuesday night in January.
Apply at this office.
Adam Hovenden came near dinont taken by Isueiness reventhe.and his chair
The bride's mother wore a toilette of
ods. Ladies 25 cents, gentlemen 54
papers stopped must notify our colrudly swept away. No
Call
WANTED-Two boarders.
white crepe. The church was crowd- last night at his home, S0,5 Stwith capital was
cents. Hours 10 to 9. Camp In for
Gave to Xmas Dinner. ••
lectors or make the requests direct
citizen of the town was more hihly 412 Adams.
was a beautiful one. Fifth street, from Indigestion.
scene
the
and
est park Rowlandtown, "lighted by
ed
The Knights of the Maceabees are
to The Sun office. No attention will
profound
.
a
and
he,
A. R. Lindsey is just recovering respected than
-InOff RENT-Two connecting rooms electricity."
be paid to such orders when given the first fraternal order to make a
gloom has been cast over the city by for bight housekeeping. All modern
front a severe attack of malaria.
Magazine Club.
donation to the fund for the Christi
4te carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Mrs. Rosa Vofght has returned his rash deed.
conveniences; 1209 Jefferson.
- w11 meet Thurs
The Magazine club ,
.aTTELL .aND )101t.l.N
teas dinner for the poor. $5 beteg
aftern,00n at 2:3e o'clock with home from Terre Haute, Ind., where
day
-A swell line of holiday box PaPer voted
THREE ROOM house for rent:'
at the meeting held last night.
$2.10 House.
just the thing for a nice Christmas
Mists Ora Leigh at the apartments of she sttended the funeral of her
To Fight in ssn lerninciedefor
1030 Monroe. F. M. Fisher.
It Is understood that the other seWe offer a new 'Mechanicsburg
in the Em- brother-in-law, Mr. Charles Seitz.
present, at R. D. Clements & Co.
Webs
S.
Hubbard.
eruright (lianipientatip.
Mrs.
-11--Furnished !oortS-171
REN
cret fraternal orders will make doFOR
house, near big miles. 40 foot lot.
pire flats on Broadway. Hat-per's
-Plane your orders for wedding nation* to the fund.
615
Apply
modern conveniences.
THOMPSON HENDRICKS
Pays 20 per cent gross.
Magazine will ge represented by Mrs
San Franciwo, Dec. 11 .-Owen
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498,
Mrs. EdWHrisrEmoRE REAL ESTATE
Charles K. Wheeler and
Moran, of England, and Abe Att.•II.
showing as great an assortment as
,
horse shoeing.
.L E. MORGArAGENCY, Fraternity Building.
ward Bringeurst; Atlantic Montirly Who Died at Cairo Will Be Buried
of this city, will fight twetit)-flep
you will find anywhere, at prices
general repairing, rubber tires, 4e8
Here Tomorrow.
Both phones 83.n.
by Mrs. James Campbell Flournoy;
rounds for the world's featherweight
to
have
will
you
than
lower
much
South Third.
G. Thompson Hendricks. son of
the Cosmopolitan by Miss Minnie
championship in San Francisco on
pay elsewhere.
Mrs. George Hendricks, who died at
FOR RENT-i5 e seven room. one New Year's day next. The contest
Ratcliffe.
Negro Attorney Suet. Coffee co.
frame cottage at 33:1 North will take place in the Oolma arena,
story
-Piano.. and Organs. for Xmas
the fatuity home at 219 Eighteenth
City schools will dismies for the
Joe
11.-S.
Moine..,
Ia., Dec.
Des
presents. new and second-hand, at holidays one week from next Friday
street, Cairo, yesterday morning of Drown, a prominent negro attorney. Seventh. Apply to Dr. J. G. Brooke and will commence promptly at 2:11
Married at Cairo.
tow prices and easy payments, 31! and will remain closed until Monday.
WANTED-To .rent house or cot- p. ne J. J. Jeffries will be (-hosen
Mr. Owen Grubbs and Miss Grade catarrh of the stomech, will be buried assisted by the Negro Protective asBroadway. Phone 573-R. V. H. Illnuary 6, giving the pupils two Mullens were secretly married at the in Paducah. He was 22 pears old sociation, has instigated a suit fot tage by permanent tenant. Address' referee.
Thomas, manager.
The men have agreed to weigh in
weeks' vacation. Under the ruling of Cairo Baptist church parsonage, Rev. -and way employed at the Illinois $1.50e damages against a coffee firm P. G. M., care Sun.
-The Willing Workers society, of the school board the teachers will be Ohrum officiating, last Saturday night Central freight office as rate clerk because he and his wife were refused
at 124) pounds two hours and a half
NICE FURNISHED tooni with all
the evangelical church, will meet on paid for one week of the time, while P was their intention to keep it so- until he was obliged to resign on ac- coffee at the pure fond show recently
before entering the ring. They will
Gentleman
modern
oonsenleaces.
formerly
He
held
health.
111
of
Thuitday afternoon with Mrs. Henry the other week lvill be made up at
count
box for 60 per cent of the grow refor a vehlie, but it has leaked
held here:
Ave.
Kentucky
preferred- Inquire 713
Petter, 321 South ..Fifth street,
a position, in the Cotton Belt office at
('eipts, of which 60 per cenrwIll go
the end of the session.FOR RENT-One nice room for to the'sinnerand 4,0 tx•r cent to the
Birds Point. He was a popular young
--Latina of Tentn etreet QirisMies Marian Noble will give the
gentlemen, bath and other conven- loser. Each fighter has deposited
man and a member of the Alexander
lion church bazaar will be open Fri- Senior class of the High school an
iences, 626 Kentucky avenue.
and Goblin clubs. Besides the bereft
$1,501) as a mire/toe. to make the
day afternoon and Saturday at Hen- outing at the Auditorium rink this
mother, a ;later, Mrs. E. D. Morrow,
FOR ALL keine of grate snit chim- required weight.
neberger's harneetre store. They afternoon.
survivewhim. The funeral was held
ney repairing and steamboat furnace
will mhow many beautiful and useful
The cadet class will , meet with
yesterday afternoon at Cairo, and the
work ring old phone 832.
srt Oak
Phone Was in Ohio.
DEPARTMENT STORE.
etrpenintendent Carrragey in his oaks
body will be taken directly from the
FOR RENT-Four rooms and bath,
Columbus, 0., Dec. 11.-A legal
this afternoon.
connow
is
that
store
the
is
This
7:40 train tomorrow morning to Oak
steam heated apartment in the Coch- death struggle between the Bell inThe reguiar monthly teachers'
ducting the greatest bargain sale of ran
Grove cemetery.
meeting will be held ha Superintendapartments. See W. E. Cochran. terests and the independent telephone
Captain Joseph Woods Is related to the season, naming the lowest holient (3arnagey's office Friday after
FOR SAIA--New Standard sew- companies in Ohio was begun today.
Paduin
attempted
ever
prices
day
the family.
noon. The schools will be dismissed
ing machine, only $20. Address E. when Attorney General Ends took up
cah.
for hearing the complaint made
at noon to allow all teachers to atThis is the store that never has E., care Sun.
NOBEL PRIZE DIVIDED,
intereets, known as
tend.
with its faint, elusive sweetness
furnished against the Bell
FOR
RENT-Two
Christiana, Dec. 11.-At a Meet- permitted and never will permit any
the Central Union Telephone comSuperintendent Carnagey finds that
and
convenBath
modern
rooms.
all
undersell
successfully
ing held here today of the Nobel In- other store to
a great many pupils ace retarded in
pany and the Marion Independent
iences, 901 Broadway,
stitute, J. G. Loveland. the Norws. it.
company.
Telephone
their echool work on account of their
This is the store with the most inFOR RENT-A cruets of furnished
glen premier, announced that the NoThe complaint, which was filed by
irregular attendance. This trouble is
than
prices
lower
interesting
that is delicate,gutele and lasting
tensely
be
year
this
rooms to gentlemen. Over Iverson &
bel peace prize would
caused' by parents who do not require
the attorneys for the independent Inequally divided between Theodore other stores are now making or can Wallace's drug store, Seventh and
their children to attend regularly.
tereees. alleges that the two com:pas
Moneta, of Italy, and Louis Renault, afford to make.
Washington streets,
The superintendent thinks ithighli
nies commlateed of are violating both
For Christmas pres- of
greatest
the
with
store
the
is
This
France.
MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM lot the general telephone law and the
important that the children attend
that
store
The
everything.
The prize for Physics was awarded stock of
ents we've the best
Inspired by the sweet, dainty
chapped and rough skin, made by Valentine anti-trust act in an agreeschool every day unlees they are unodor of Wildflowers, and
to Prof. Albert A. Michelson, or the can correctly and stylishly clothe Mrs. Hawkins, is for sale at Stutzl
hand
able on account of Meknes...
on
ment they recently made. by Which
ever,
gloves
University of Chicago; that of mete every member of your family frpm randy store.
the Bell company surrendered the
of
cosiefl
the
to
foot
the
Paris,
and
of
the sole
and we want to put them icine to Dr. laveran, of
'Nt.UN Our catalogue explains hoTv legal bitsineas at Marion in return for
chemistry prize to Prof. FAc•u- the head -and do it for less than
we teach barber trade in few weeks. a surrender to It of all the long dison your hands Christ- the
of the University of other stores.
Buchner,
ard
red' lent with the breath of fresh
Mailed free. Moler Barber College, tance hosiness in and out of Marion.
This is the store where you will
Berlin. In addition to the prizes.,
mas day.
St.
Louis, Mo.
field flowers
The complainants point out that it
before
$38,00e.
buy
wish you had come if you
which this year amount to
The cheerful tone that each
the Hole-it-the- this can be done at Marion it can
FORGET
DON'T
dia
here.
also
given
get
you
was
recipient
Palmer-Charles Hagen. N. Y.; J.
If the
This is the store where you will Wall, 111% South Third street, for be done everywhere. and that,
is so pronounced in
ploma and a gstald
V. Warren, Louisville; Edward L.
cut then. .
way
this
interests
in
Tha above are a few sugBell
chite-con-carne,
and
tamales
prices.
The
sandlow
interesting
11.-intensely
find
Stockholm. December
Raborg, Baltimore; R. L. Cecil, Loumen's aress this winter
out of a dozen principal cities in the
wiches of Mil kinds.
gestions from onr big line of
In all that women wear.
Noble prize for literature has been
D. W. Williams, Evansville:
state, it will cripple and liatimately
wear.
children
that
all
In
R.udyard
gloves.
to
extended
SALE-Victor
has
V
FOR
to
graphone
awarded
fine imported perfnmes.
J. 7. Tooke, Memphis; H. E. Conover.
wear.
In
men
that
all
and 29 records. Cost $105, wilt sell kill the independent telephone inters
Lotelevilie; R. S. Bailey. Nei-Y.;
As Xmas presents they are
Here are oak tans and
In all that boys and girls wear.
for $35 if sold at once. Address M. ests.
St. Louis Felt Earthquake.
Davis, St. 1.01118.
a pleasure and compliment to
grays in lighter shades,
In groceries and table delicacies. E., care Sun.
St. Louis, Dec. 1l.---A slight earth
Beleesiede-J. A. Anderson, St.
Rich Man 6.46 $0 a Week,
auy refined lady, and they do
also pearl and a tinge cf quake shock which rattled windows In carpets anrhousehold furnish- WANTED-A good white woman
Louis; Howard Helm, Cleveland, 0.;
Mass., Dec. 11.-Clad in
Lawrence.
to help to do general housework.
credit to the sender. Let us
yellow-jet us , press a In the down-town section. was felt ings.
L. Bradshaw. Eddyville; E. H.
overalls and jumper. Nathaniel F.
deevery
where
store
the
is
This
10:32.
at
eight
last
.e
het
Cronin,
Matbevne, Owensboro; T. J.
Apply 91S Broadway, or both phones
show you.
pair on your hands.
Emmons, a member of one of the
partthent, nook and corner is teem- 416.
Jackson, Tenn; Earl Lloyd, Cleverichest and most aristocratic families
extraordinary
and
special
with
ing
holly
on
Fownes,
of
early buying
Sellers
advise
We
Chicago.
Sullivan.
S.
land;
- retail In New England. is working for $9
SALESMAN WANTED-Sell
great holiday sale.
its
for
bargaine
have
them
We
season.
this
wreaths
Johnson.
N.
Fisk, Clark & Flagg
New RIchmeinti--E.
trade, your locality: 565 per moon. a week in the Frank Lewis woolen
It is worth coming miles to buy
ready to deliver now.
Jackvon: W. A. Patterson, .Hyman;
and expenses to start or commission. mills of this city. He lives -in two
glovcs.
fine
Adler's
and
prao
useful,
of
supplies
holiday
your
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
W. P. Baynes, Metropolis; R.V.
Experience enneceeeary. Herrningoet small, modestlee furnished
wanted
rooms
flea!, sensible, beneficial
529 Broadway.
Beale, Paris, 'Penn.; George Norman.
Cigar Co. 'f4oledo, 0.
his
with
of
Great
bride
weeks,
Paducah's
three
In
whe
this,
merchandise
J. A. Day, Rock 'OHilJetrrnin,
Department Store, where your money -E-A.151E8--Our catalogue explains :was Mime Elizabeth Prescott LawGrny_Indorsed,
land, Ill.; ,,.loh* Wattle Waterkm; E.
Mr, •
Dover. Del , Dec. 11.-The Demo- will have the most marvelous pun- hew we teach hairdressing, wventrar. Tend., of tlretrm
Ct. Woody, HAtien,
•
exited stalest and,
.10011828. ettp.JCW
Galailiatal46.0101W TASIMadidiaSinfratitareIcATUT-02.411rIPA Oak. 1111,jetAL
a. resolution endyning -ledge George !great bargain sale every day from Wks, Mailed free. Moler Otonegcl niototiet. ,Mr. Emmons will g,, 1'.4
•43&r. Charlet, L. Hill, of Murray,
St. Louie, Mo.
the whokitnila woolen boMMtea
%Wahl the city this morning,
OfIi, of Deliver', tor the presidency. too* tilt Christmas.
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This is the year for useful
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The assortment is well up

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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Ambre Royale

Bouquet Farnese
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Extra Violette
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HoStel Marlborough

ANIMAINNAllaninea-

emasusweeneasille"

WHITE HAND

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah BEGINa NAR TO SIAMP OUT THE
BLACEHAND IN PITTSBURG.

YoU .fett

earriavi.
sten I r.ct.e).ou
give, profit perwmal at
tentlon at all tinaes.

1-1ARIZN'

A HARD YEAR
FOR SUFFERERS

ANDIE,RSOIN, PHONE 915

Fight in Fruit ('Sr Culmination of
Trouble and One Will Die of
Wound.

A Noted Authority .Gives Advice to Prevent and Relieve
Catarrh of All.tiinda
•
A SIMPLE HOME RECIPE.

Broadway, 36th

HARTH 1.11t0S. SUS N.. C. & ht. L.
'RAILROAD COMPANV.

Broad•eav's tI,let .ittrAvtion for Special Fooaelee.c.; ael Popular Music.
Lanwean Man. 150 looms. He
V ...its tor Rome $1.51:fand upgroad. $2,00 spud oaraardsveh bids. F asSor. &Amara $12J PAIS
$1,00 sees where wo yograora occupy a single stow. $3.00 and
Ca"
't•!cur r. FOR 1110011.1.1- 1.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. TIERNEY,

C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of HaCiling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

FOR RENT
Several: desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
;:
reasonable.

AMERICAN56FRMAN N ATIONAL BANK

Foreman Bros.,Electric Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

M C PHERSON'S

)1,41efti
,

0
.
104

JOHN WILHELM, .Local Circulator

••
••

••
••

$2.t0

HOLibr.e

___4124.aJZOADIA1.—

- .

of Quality"?
Bea WI'S
r- 176

•

-•

House wirin, electric plants installed.
Complete,machine shop.
• 133.1.14

Fourth 8t•

Phonates 787

V'

%V. F. Payton,
President.

R. Ruda,
Cashier,

P Pnryfebar,
Assistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK

•

:Incorporated
•
Capital
Surplus
Stockholders liability..

$1'00,000
50,000
100,000

Total security to depositors
Accounts; of Indisidnals and firms
small as well as largo depositors and
courteous treatertiett.

azzio,000
solicited. We
accord to ail

appreciate
the same

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
6FEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and'Broadwa,,,

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

$1.00
_
We would be glad to
have you call at our•
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery "to any
part of the city.
, Both phones 756.

iNCoRIP(gtA-1-12.1)

"The

MOMS,'

City Transfer Co.

COM SYRUP

Keep Posted!

New York'

The Famous German Restaurant

A suit was filed by Harth Broth
ers Grain company yesterday against
the N., C. & St. L. railrgad for $21t50 alleged damages cautesd by the
railroad company failing to turfy
out its contract to erect a grain elevator and handle grain foe the plain
tiff company. The petition states*
that a contract was entered into with
the railread company In September,
194/G, for•the erection of the elevator.
hut the railroad faljed to comply
with its contract. The grain company had made heavy purchases apd
sustaihed the loss claimed by reasee
of -having to make other arrangenieuts for Us bundling.

BO Broadway

We have just received
a large stock of Richardson b a,1 1 bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union Hdw.Company
ball bearing with steel
••
roller.

37th Sts., Herald Square,

Most Centrally Located Hotel on
ilroadway. Only ten minetes walk
to 25 hauling theatres. Completely
tense:wed and %Transformed in every
depart:IR et.• titp-to-date in all reTrkPliOne ill eich room.
sr(
Four Eea utiFul Dining Roorna
with Capacity of 1200.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

Roller Skates

and

Ask Danilsges Because 'kg (Iran Elevator Is Not heeded as
Agreed.-

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 11.--Efforts
of the white hand to etamp out the
black hand exxiety led to a battle
in the yards of the Pennsylvania railThe coming months will be a harr_oad at Eighteenth street thie after- ,
vest
for the doctors and patent medinoon. Joseth Suneeri, a wealthy
tuanufaqurers unless great care
cine
leader,
hand
white
Italian merchant,
also
to keep the feet dry;
taken
is
was etot three times, and M. Mel, an
may look bright and prosperous— but A "calm always
dress
warmly.
alleged black hand tanabee, was shot
This ad-vice should be heeded by
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
through the stomach ,The latter will
all
who are subject to rheumatism,
money—there
die.
lifer—for the time when you will need
and bladder troubles and espekidney
Suhseri, foie() with some wealthy
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be stire
daily eatarrh. While the latter is
to
trying
In
aJtive
been
has
Italians,
most sufferers an Inof the future.
stamp out the black hand in Pitts- cougidered by
there are few !nee or
disease.
it.
do
curable
will
dollar
Start today—a
burg, declares the fight was caused
woruhn who will fail to experience
ac51,1eh5e
desavings
all
produce
on
to
interest
refugia'
his
by
cent
per
4
pay
We
following simple
manded in a letter reeeived s'ester- great relief from the
counts if leer with us six months or longer.
•
it taken in
and
prescription,
home
day. Today frolic° and detectives a-re
attack of caDitties DOWN on .%eroplante
guarding roenibers of the %bite hand time it will prevent am
%Vashington, Dec.
Tire ermY
tarrh during the entire season.
who have received letters.
Here is the prescription which,any Is already" looking beyond the simple
Eight la a Fruit Car.
the dirigible ballooni and
The light started in a fruit car and one can mix: Fluid Extract Dande- ballloon,
Kar- like contrivances for 'melte/Ring the
ended three blocks,awey. - A doter' lion, one-half ounce, Compound
to the more isclentlde aeroplane.
men were engaged.' Rel le a small gen, one ounce; CoMpound Syrup air
the
was announced today that
fruit dealer of Tarenturn. Joseph Sarsaptrilla, three ounces. Sha'ke It
signal officer will soon call upellandlo,• alias Jobetott Caruso, fol- well in a bottle And use in teaspoon- chief
on American inventure to submit
lowed. Run:seri declares one demand- ful doeft after each meal and agatu
plans for a
, practicable machine
,
ed 51.1.100. Suuseri drew a revolver, at bedtime.
The Compound Kargon in this pre- heavier than-air, to be used, instead
and in a Dionlellt all tlegtre were shoot
,
4111111111r
a balloon for Military purplesee
ing promise:mm:4y. 0130- bullet from scription acts directly upon the elimi- of
The
terms of the advertisement are
make
to
%Wiley.,
the
of
native'
jumped
tissues
who
R41.
Suneeri's wounded
under consideration.
now
blood
the
1.$0,-111av11-111,s
from
.
Calt0t1.14
them filter and strain
from the tar, Seamier' followid,g.
FOR (intrri\4;.
en'it‘ Ilval things todas, but no seri- andio Jumped. dodging uuder the the poLions that produce all forma of
— St. Paul May Get MeetingMoran.. Rine box ear, and got out of the range of catarrhal affections. Relief Is often
" :1,1,1;
Alleged Swindler of Columbu,., Ohio, 01
New York, Dec. 11.—Norrnan E
fee even after the first few doses and
Sentenced for Five Veen..Sioi. Ge get. Difpre. Logen, Bard- tire.
of the Democratic Daaisd Vandersttiyft form the
e.;;
-- Outside the car Sunserl's friends it Is seldom that the sufferer ever ex- Mack, member
tional committee for New York, said
Dec. 11.—"It is &et division.
Columbus.
gathered, and half a.doaen other Ital- per-tenet's a return attack 'within the
today while here en route to Wash'
ians took the oppoalte ride. The het- yeez.
the order of the court that you be -scra
A man Tan belifve-lte-bas most age itgerents fought for three bloat), to
This preacription makes a splendid ington to attend the meeting of the
fined In the Ohio penitentiary for a
ter" hint Twenty-first etreet.- Here Rel drop- remedy for all forms of blood ddeor- commitee on Thursday, that the naperiod of five years at hard labor. disease unless tie
be' held
tional convention woulg
prosecuof
en
cost
the
ped. Then riot cane brought police dens and such sy reptonle as lame
and that sou pay
The fighters scattered. back, leadder weaknesses and rhen- either in Si, Paul or Louisville,. He
reser. or.,
tion." hid Judge Roger* in sent.t.nt
not central
when the 'police arrived. They ar- matiern pains are entirely dispellea. said that Denver was
lug yIlliam Wilcox today. Wilcox.
that Chicego had made
and
enough,
or
euperietendent
Calandio.
a,pa
Sumer!
formerly
tritugh
As
this
rested
valuable.
asto was
recipe comes from a thoroughly re- no bid for it.
the city light plant, was !ndIcted for
Cherry Juice
White Hamill Seeks Protection.
obtaining money on false bills ren
Th., battle brings out the story of liable source, It should be heeded hy
For-ober takes Hand in Ohio.
ckrecrto; the city. s
.4c organization here of the white every afflicted reader.
1 j.—Benetor.
Weehington, Dec.
hand. Lillian merchants angered at
F2orak4e today addressed a letter to
_
of -ASKS 404.1-X441 FOR leneT LOVills
-mealy song
--iettersept eate-tilow-ap-alte. h'
wrmair Tflastrfle-titallte Reemettran
Abraham Brown, or Winterten. N
--Joseph !berretta banded to* wipe out
state collernittte of Ohio asking that
remarkable
ext.Y . had a very
the tormentors. They asked city and Daughter ef Former Governor SUPS
its call for the Republican state conHe sass: "Doctors got bad:3 ni:xi
H-rieves at wee and cures county detectives to aid.
Husbasel's Parente for Damages.
vection require delegates to be di50.0to
leters
sent
up over me; one said hes,r1. disease:
hand
The leack
4
permanently 514 coughs and
rectly chosen at duly auth?rized prithe
trouble;
kidney.
it
macaroui
tact called
le Erneet Biel. the
Milwaukee, Dee. 11.—Mrs. Char- mary elections.
affections of the bronchial seri and
fourth. blood poleon and the fifth
king., who lives near Carnegie
lotte E White, reputed Waukettha's
tubes.
stern:Leh and liver trouble; but notes
Hist was ordered to tho lialtimoro wealthiest womgna daughter of the
A Lazy Liver
of them helped me; so toy wife adand Ohio depot yesterday afteirnoon late Oofernor Ludington, has brought
-I .
:heel tr)Ing Electrit Bitters", a his+ '
with $1.9-00. RIC was on hand suit against her niother/n-law, Fran- May be only a tired liver, or a Starved
Large Belie 25c
It would be s stupfd LS well as
are restoreg me to perfect health
guarded by detectives.
eft L. %Witte, and others for $12e.- liver.
savage thing to brat a weary or ataeved
One bottle did me more good thaw
00to damages for alleged conspiracy
man became he lagged In his work. So
Money back if not satiefied.
al: the five doetors prescribed.Here's Good Advice.
to alienate her husband's affections. in treating the lagging, torpid liver it is
Guaranteed for h:ood poieon. weak•
- 0. S. Woo:ever. one of the best • The other defendants in the suit a great mistake to lash it with strong
nese and all stomach, liv.r and kidknown megebents of L itayanitle. N. are the,plalentiff's father-Ir.-la*, Fred drastic drugs. A torpid fiver Is but an
rey complaiete, by al drugg:sts, 60c,
Y.. "says: "If you are ever troobled ereek H White, Fr.-. Milwauavaas ludicatiou of an ill-nourished, enfeebled
with piles. apply Bikkien's Arnica. real estatettuan: her husband. Fred- body *hose organs ans weary with over
The 'Vey! -Stare.
Salve. R cured me of them for good erick It White,, Jr., Mary A. Stewart, work. Start with the stomach,and allied
Drug Store
11e4 Ii,
Nee
aft years ago." Gueranteedsfor sores, a member of the White household organs of digestion and nutrtelon. Put
them in working order and See haw
Li- it, In, 1.!
wounds, burns or &breed-one. 25c at for the last, twenty years, and Harry
quickly your liver will become active.
I
,
CI;
'
:
it
e
.
detective.
I!•
all druggist&
W, Wood. a Milwaukee
Sok azeoti Eastman's kodaks
Dr. Piette's Golden *Medical Discovery
She alleges that the defendants has made many marvelous Owes of•liver
candy.
Huyler's
and
d. •
' +i)
other than her husband "maliciously, trouble'-by its wonderful control of the
iVcrel-Ile Robber% Are Slain.
11.—Two wrongfully, wickedly and frauduent- Organs of digestion and nutrition It reWinlock Was., Dec
stores theenorrnal activity ot the stomach,
en who had attempted to rob the ly conspired" to separate her from
increases the secretions fe the blood-makhis
affecaflenpte
and
husband
her
were
today
early
postoffice here
ing glands, defenses the system from poichased by a posse, surrounded in the tions, and that they finaley succeeded moons accumulateme, and so relle(res the
lal,
to death. Their so that he abandoned her July
woods and shot
elver of the buelres imposed upon It by
names are not known. Before being 1905. Wood is charged with having the defection of other organs.
surrounded one of them shot and toe- been employed by the defendentel to "II you hale bitterer bad taste In the mornable appetite, coated tongue,
riosisi% wounded T. J. McFadden, a endeavor to compromise the plaintiff ing, poor or
co stipat or irregular bowels.
them. and secure evidence which would eta foul breath,
accosted
had
who
constable,
feel weak. easil tired. spdndenl. frequent
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
abbe her husband to secure a divorce. headaches, pen r distres 'small of back,"
g in stomach,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers deaverring or dis
A Dangerous Deadlock
"risings" in
perhaps nausea.
FIGHT.
TO
BREWERS
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
it.
fatally
That sometimes terminates
symptoms
throat after eating. and kin
Times
Liutsville
no madeThe Courier-Journal
the-stoppage of liver and bowel latheof weak stomach and torpid Ii
TemperReasonable
.14,111
With
Will
Louis
Eepultlie
St.
one win reilsre you Tnere rornetiy_9r cure
Tht Commercial-Appeal
dons. To qu'lcete eud this condition
feerce's
Citicage
liketer
Examiner
na_e
Ar
The Itened-Iferald
anCe ter Reform.
104 ,,orr
without dieeegrecable sensations. Dr.
Perhaps oeie
n
Chicago 'Fri bone
'he Globe-Democrat
King's New Life PI:ls should alwey-s
Nash% tile American
a pert of the aTs...vi symplunfa win be present
The Post-Dispateli
New York. Dec. 10.—"America's at one tIme and get peInt to'torpid liver or
Cincinnati Enquirer
be !our remedy. Guaranteed, absoTime News-Scimitar
foremost bietrers are prepared to billonsrteas ar I teak stomach. Avoid eit
. Chicago Daily N ews
The Star-Ch rnick
lutely satisfartory in ever, ease or
join with reasonable temperance re- hot bread and biscuits, griddle cakes ai.1
money back at all druggists. 25c.
indigestible feud and take the ^tiohl.
formers in a movement to abolish the other Diseovery• regularly and neck to its
Medical
taloon
dive and the delineate& the
use until you nre vieoreu. end strong.
Half rates.ifor women arevait In
that caters to women and children, The "Discovery" ts non-secret, non-alcoReglgter Office,523 Broadway sonie old Swedish hotels because they
glycerin extract of native medic.
and every sort that does not obey the holic. Is a with.
• full list of Its ingredien,
nal roots
eat less than men.
ee
strict letter of national said state printed on each bottle-wraieser and attested
,endorsr,1
are
Ingredients
Its
under oath.
legisidtion."
and extolled by the most eminent medical
That in substance ;s the result of a writers of the age and are reromm'ended to
conference between representatives of CUM the dis/aSes for which It Is stiviaet
Don't accept I substitute of unknown
the great brewing interests. in this
et-imposition for this nth -secret Mena-we
city.
‘
C.011POSSITIoN
No secret is made by these inter- OF KNOWN
*efts that the *axe of prohibition,
which. in local option or other forNue,
has swept over the south and is mak- All the patent medicines and
ing deep inroads in the north. in- toilet articles advertised in this
pIres their movement. They aver
paper are on sale at
•
that it 1011 do no permanent harm
McPherson's Drug, Store
to them but on the soptrary It will
Fourth and Broadway.
give them an opportunity that they
-epatteunap Dinsmete pits
have long eought—that d taking
their product away from divekeepers
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F. H. NIEMAN I

A Real Wonderland.
South Dakota,, with its rich silver
mines, bonanza farms. wide ranges
end strange natural formations, is a
veritable wonderland. At Mound
City, in the home of Mee E. II, Clapp,
a wooderfuleetee of beaten"; has lately
oceurred. Her gou^treemed near death
with lung and throat trouble. "Exin net-In g coughing 'melds ,occe red
every five 'minutes," writes Mrs.
Clapp. "when I began giving Dr.
King's New Discovery, the groat
medicine, that saved hie kite and come)etele cured, b 1 m " Guaranteed tor
eougThs and colds throat end lung
eingiis and colas, throat and lung
51.00. Trial bottle free.

We are displayiveg a very
complete line of. Trunks,
Grips, Spit Noes and all
kinds of Leather Goods and'
our prices are most moderate.
You will find that hest values
and lowest prices are the policy of this concern.

Dead Man Guide% iote,wreek.
Allenteen, Pa.. Dee. II. Dead at
the hrettle, Calvin Frederick, an engineer on the Lehigh Valley rsitroad,
ran his loeomotive past ea. dersger
-.,rk In which
signal eel

In our Mod zn factory we
will do all kinds of ,repaig
work and build to order
Trunks,
Cases, etc.

irmd
brajtetneu,,W
were (1411gerous.),

314 Broadway
TRUNK AND LEATHER 6000S STORE

of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet produced by age.

Early,Times
And

Jack Beam
Nirie Summers Old

The governmont stamp will so indicate on every bottle,

••••

GOT DRUNK

1 "
IRS. ALICE -OTIARA POSITIONS s Ep-"6
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CONTRACT given, backed be 1300 000 00 capital and 11) yters' SCCCESS
Itt:sULT
DURING HONEYMOON TRIP AND DIES AT E,VANSVILLE
ABUSED \LIFE. .
OF OPERATION.

•

DUGO—usinessColees
RAIN'S P
TI( gg L

klaeforporats4.11
PADUCAH, 312 Broadway, and Evansville and S. LAMS.
keeping, Banking, Shorthand, Peuiliapthip, Telegraphy, etc iudoi aed
James L. Gates, Must Hate Been Bad Well Known Woman Who Has Reht- ky business men. Also teach by mail, Write, phone, or (All for cetaleeue.
Egg, According to the Eli.
tites in This ('ity—They At30 ColIegus lra 17 fits:item.
deuce.
tend Funeral.

ff
GUY
NANCE
Undertakers and Embalmers

Milwaukee, Wise Dee 11.—The
Mrs. Alice O'Mara, formerly of thit.
climax in the first day's trial of the city, died yesterday afternoon in EvGates divorce eult came late yesterday ansville as a result of an operation
afternoon, when Mrs. Gertrude Ruel, she underwent last Monday. She wat
211.213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Hy.
Mouton, widow Of Richard Moulton,' the daughteL of Col. Semite! Stone,
of Winnetka. Ill., testified that she of this city, rad a sister of Mrs. Kate
left homer when James L. Gates, a Crarg and Miss Helen Stone. Mrs.
wedithy land Owner, demanded that Craig was summoned to her sister'.
she accede to his desires or depart.
bedside Sunday night, as it was
Earlier in the day Mrs. Gates testi- thought Mrs. O'Mara's condition wae
fied that he was abusive and cruel lopeless.
from the day 'of their marriage, that.
Mee O'Mara was born in Boonehe wee intenicated during the honey- ville, Ind., and hae lived in Evansmoon, and told of various instances ville most of her life, except a short
18 BY
of the alleged abuse that she sufferreo time, when, her husband was in busibefore she left him.
ness in this city.
Miss Helen Stone and Miss Flossie
Began Drinking First Day.
"After our marriage we left, on, a Craig left this morning for EvansFOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAk ;ER
wedding trip for New York," she said. viile to attend the funeral. Colonel
"We arrived there on a Sunday One Stone was unable to go on account of
NCO51.011A1
In the evening Mr. Gates began drink- /eeble health.
Mr. George Stone, of Evansville,
ing. He got so horribly drunk and
raised slue"! a disturbance in the hotel and Mr. Crocieett Stone, of Boone
sas tete.railread is destined to be eN,
that they sent a bellboy up to the ville, are brothers of Mrs. O'Mara.
tended to a eonuection at the Oh.
r00111 to see if anything was the mat.
river and thateconnection shoup b •
ter. He remained drank_ ie. New
-.Arranging for Burial.
York and was drunk most of the time
Oscar Ferrell, a brother of George at Padueah.
"That the Gulf & Ship Island ra
in Boston, where we went from New Ferrell, whose dead body was found
York.
in a boat nearefielmont. Moe Is in the road will in time be compelled le
'From Boston a*' went to St. c:ty arranging to have the body of his seek a northern connection at tie
John's, my native town, because I had dead brother brought to then city for Ohio river, and that its northern te.
minus should be at Paducah.
not seer? the place since I left there burial.
as a child. We expected to stay in
"That the Ohio river is one of tl
%AVM
St. John's a week, but the Bret night
dividing lines in the railroad truth
Worth doing Is worth (Wing well. If
he informed me that we were going you wish to be cured of Rheurnatisnt
scheme of the United States, compel;
to leave St. John's right away, as he use Ballard's Snow Lkalment and yod lug treat systems of railroads to seekl
will he "welt cured.' A positive cure
had bought tickets on the Colvin for Sprains, Neuralgia, Bruises', Con- the gateways as fast as they ate esAustin, which sailed for Boston that. tracted Muscles and all the Ills that tablished; for illustration, look at
flesh is heirs to. A. 0. M. Williams.
Pii-ducah Ky;
evening..
Evansville,
Navasota, Texas writs: "I have used Cincinnati. Louisville,
Liniment for sprained ankle and Cairo and the new one at Thebes.
Snow
"I found that he had not engaged
it gave the best of satisfaction. I al"That the making of a railroar,
staterooms. He told me he left that ways keep it In the house." Sold by
until he got aboard. It was then too J. 11. tenischlaeger. Lang Bros. and C. gateway at Paducah, the bead of
Ripley.
0.
the year deep water navigation, e
late; we couktp't get even a Matte
make your city so attractive that y.
room, so I had to sit on the deck.
will see such trunk line railroads a.We were on deck an hour or so. howthe Burlington, New York Central
ever, before I alscovered it was too
Pennsylvania, Baltimore & Otee,
late to get a stateroom. I became
Rock Island-Frisco-Chicago and Eastfearfully seasiek, but we sat on deck.
ern Illinois system, Cincinnati, Hamw.hetre be allowed me to be fearfully
ilton & Dayton, Wabash. St. Louis.
(Continued front page one.)
It will enable you to do yoar kitchen work in half the time and with half the insulted by two or three drunken
Iron Mountain & Southern and Louismen, who were even more durnk
'
t have one I
t cost much, and pays for than he was."
No reason why you shoUldn
Doesn'
effort.
night, for the purpose of expressing tills UN'asheille seeking an entrant'.
Captain Comes to Rescue.
to you what I believe should be done and terminals in Paducah.
"Mr. President and gentlemen, is
It's money in your pocket every year of your life to
Mrs. Gates told how shocked the by your club to promote the upbuilditself in the first year alone.
captain was when he learned they Mg of your city for the benefit of all this worth striving for?
own.one.
had no room, after telling -them it of its citizens.
Copmercially.
was strictly against the retest, which
"For over live years I have occu"I
found
that Paducah had a wideRXMOVILD TO THIRD AND
•
Come in and see this wonderful labor saver and money saver—learn all it he had not theretofore broken.
p ed a pollition that required me to awake, progrrssive lot of wholesale
KENTUCKY.
"We got back to Milwaukee on make a careful +Rudy of your city merchants emploe
in g about
300
means to you.
September 7. He acted so horrib1Y1frotti a transportation, cornmerciaeree ght, intelligent,
Slot
Binding,
Bank Work. Lord
active gentlemen
.
throughout the trip thst I insisted on and manufacturing standpoint, and for traveling salesmen,
and Library Work • specialty,
who covet
Learn, too, why it is more economical to buy the genuine Moour coming home," said Mrs. Gates, that a,yudy revealed the fact that
wholesale territory with that
Dougall than any of its imitations. One good look will show you concluding the story of their honey- city occupies a very Wrong Ygurliour
and care, hustle and vim that surely
moon.
the difference.
strategetic position, not only from a:Iiteans the uphuilding of your wholetransportation but from a commercial mete tesareee‘.
'
The Mefiougall lists a lifetime—it's built that way. It costs
buy horses,
"That the 'retail stores of your city
n
TInt(B
•i o
Dne eeithy. and.manufacturing point of view.
Pind early it
tiAls
lli l'eY,especiallyt
but little, if anything, more than the short-lived, unsanitary kind.
happy and wise
If
u take
with
fine
stocks
of
met
sell
horses,
Herbine before retiring. A 'positive
t
cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia and duc-aFlii..oiintevitterairitoIryh-aavnedrsrenteo‘igraofithPaic-'caranwdeiellekiEMPtt' heir different lines and
board horses
all liver complaints. Mrs. 5--., Colum- position. 'I found that you have atl up-to-date. showing a spirit of enterbia, Tenn., writes:
I always keep a
do a getter..1
- doer ever. 1,400 ratio& or prise- that means so much to Pad
sapply of your Herblrie CL /rand. AM year •erv
livery husiness.
o pleisea with Me relief it gives In river transportation to the southeest:,cab.
constluation anti all .1Iver complaints, about 1,000 miles to the northeast:1
"That the principal hotels of y•
that words can't ex,iress my appreelatkm." Sold by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, about 1,000 miles to the south, and.city are conducted in a first-c:a
Lang Bros. and C. O. Ripley.
(Iseoripror•tr.& I
1,000 miles to the north, which with. manner and in all their appointiner.
rivetmultithe
tributaries
to
these
Feurtn
St. and Kentucky Are.
a
credit
to a city of several tin. ,
SUES TO BLOCK COKE MERGER.
plies this mileage several times: your size,
Minority Stockholders in Hostetter- these rivers furresh the cheapest" "That the clearings of the banks of
transportation on traffic to be had Paducah prove conclus:vely that yea
yiriags Action.
Connelkville
Pittsburg. Dec. 11.—James W. anywhere in the ipterior, except that'city is doing a splendid business
its population; that these iteeiture,:
Shields. of Daytona, Flp , a stock- on the Great Lakes.
"That the Tennessee and Cumber- are well founded, well managed and
holder in the Hostetter-reonttellsville
Coke company, today flied a long- land rivers, reaching so far into the sound.
ted Phone 812,
(Incorporated.)
expected suit of the minority stock- sunny eouth, pouring their warm
Manufacturing.
waters
during
the
winter
Into
the
restrain
concern
to
holders of that
"I found that Paducah has a lot of
Manufacturer of
the transfer of the George r. Whitney Ohio; making the Ohio river from different factories, both large and/
holding in the same company to the Paducah south open all the year small, in their lines and
giving er,If. C. Frick Coke compauy, as what around, which, with the Mississippi ployment to quite a number of met'
open
from
Cairo
to
the
ri
ulf
4a1l
of
the
is declared to be an inadequate price.
•
that your largest industry was a trat
northern prisons. The president has Friday. The last *congress passed a The suit in equity was filed In the time makes Paducah the real north- portation affair; that the iron de
GOOD PLACE OFFERED
point
of
eramost
winter
navigation
court
here
and
for
mark
States
circuit
appropriating
$200,00)
United
GEN. BASIL DUKE. not yet heard from Gen. Duke as to bill
was absolutely abandoned, now, so
Furoiture Stored and Packed
United on the Ohio and 'Mississippi rivers,
'Whether he will accept. The general lug the Confederate graves. It was names among others the
far as Paducah was concerned; thu.
and
with
14
tett
ef'
water,
which
403 Antrum it
Cast Get Position Left Vacant By is now a commissioner to the Shiloh introduced by Senator Foraker, of States Steel Corporation*, the Carneyou had no concern manufacturine
gie Steel company, the H. C. Frick destined to be made in She Mississippi commodity that would attract the
Col. ELLiott's Death.
National ?Military Park. at a galaxy &to.
Coke company and the Hostetter- river to the mouth of the Illinois, dustrial world to your advantages ei
of $,000 annually. The OontedenConnellsville Coke company, and this depth of water should be extend- the way of transportation and raw
examination)
careful
Washington, Dec. 11.—The presi- e graves commissionership pays
Doctor (after
ed to the month of the Tennessee
dent has offered to Gen. Basil Duke, but $2,500, but the president thought —Some foreign substance is lodged charges them with unlawful combimaterials.
nation to suppress the sale of the river by the government.
9! Louisville, the commialonership that Gen. Duke for sentimental rea- in your eye.
"ruder existineefinanciai conditions
territory
along
"That
the
the
rivers
4n Aarge of marking the grtives of sons might prefer to take the posi- Dennis-04 knowed ut That:s stock in quesilon.
it
is absolutely impossible to finance
to the southeast 19 rich, yes, very
the soldiers and sailers of the Con- tion vacated by. the death of Col. what 01 git f'r wurrukia wid them
any new railroad or railroad extentimber,
rich
In
minerals
agriculand
week.
The Evening Sun—lOr a
federate army and navy who died in William Elliott. of South Caroline, Frenchmen!—Illustrated Bits.
sions, but 'in the time of peace 's the
tural products and the natural mtfrtime to prepare for war,' and so now
het for these products is Paducah.
is the time for the citizens of Padu"That the iron ore and clays along
cah and the Paducah Commercial
these rivers. should, with the cheap
club to get busy and see to it that the
Home Seekers' tickets to all
river transportation, come to Padu14 foot stage of water is extended
points in the south and southcah for manufacture.
from the AIitmla--i-prrt to the mouth of
west, including New Orleans
"That coke for iron and etedl manthe Tennessee river.,
Houston, San Antonia. Ft
ufacture can be delivered to Paducah
"You should use eery effort to put
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
cheaper from the Connelsville district
yourselves in a position to make PaTerritory, at about one fare
than to south Chicago, Gary, led., or
ducah a direct railroad gateway by
for the round trip, good re.
other bake Michigan. or Erie points,
taking the proper'steps to provide the
turning for thfi-ty days.
on aeeount of rivet transportation to
necessary grounds for ad eq eate terPaducah, and all rail to the other
m n els in your city. Then, when the
Frankfort, K'.,—Inauguraplaces.
financial clouds disappear everything
tion of Gov. Willson. Round
"That the harsher along these
will he ready to press the button.
trip 39 6.0. Tickets to be Sold
rivers should be brought to Paducah
"Gentlemen, if you! find that I can
December 9th and 10th, good
for manufacture, and manufactuters
in any way assist you,'you will find
returning until December 10.
using wood, iron and clays will 'be
me ready."
compelled, by competition, to seek
As a special for one hour -only Thursday morning, we quote below some exeeptithial
.
the
the
place
of
least
resistance
in
It is as easy to sell a good home
opportunities for your Xmas Shoppig. Many other tempting values all over the house
way of obtaleing raw material itt the
•
.
.
as it is to buy one—if you are "aided
.
during our-Pre-invfntory Sale now in progress. ,
lowest cost.
and abetted" by ,a want mi.
"That Paducah should be a rail
25c GLOVE-S 9c-2A dozen Ladles' small size ond Misses' Cashmere Gloves inillack, brown and.
Se
fad gateway from the north, north. ..........._ . _ .
...... ..... ..
blue; a splendid 253 value, pet pair
b9c
$t.00 GLOVES 596-- 15 dozen 2-clasp, white Glace Kid Gloves, sizes 8 to 614, a $1 value
east and northwest to the 'south,
value
690
THE
$1
regular
to
7,
a
$1.00 GLOVES 59c-10 dozen 2-clasp, assorted tan Gloves,6%
—
east and southwest.
made,
glove
street
most
stylish
the
Gloves,
one-clasp:
Pique,
out-seen'
kid
Women's
AND
THE LUNGS
dozen
—2..5
CURE
915c
GLOVES
$1,2$
"That a double-tracked railroad ,
,1
95c
a $1 25 value, at-—.
bridge
should
Ohio
the
span
river
at
look
will
'and
and white, washable' Kid 'Gloves, sizest to 7, a glove that you can wash
$1.78
Paducah; with large and centrally Io-1
e
as good as new; a $1.75 value for ..... ..
2s
9
,
- all $tilze
cared passenger anti freight facill$3.150 OL,OvE.s .$2.915-25 dozen colored and white, 18-button length, genuine XId Glu_ves, a $350 value,
tithe, together with a location that: will
_
per pair
......
—20 dozen Ladies' tan and black Gauntlet Gloliss, all sizes; a $2.00 value for
serve the industries now here, and
$2.00 0L.OV
....E.*
For information, apply to
those to come, making such terminals
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
96 `Charge$
.that futttre railroads will seek Padue
Broadway or Union Depot.
Y(c91toce trcterfs ;
call, and Its -facilities and traffic, witha
tost Bottle Fr”
J. T. DONOVAN,
out assuming unjust burdens in the AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Agt City/Ticket Cffice
way of a large eependiture of eapitae
B. M. PRATHER,
, GUARANTEED SATISFAOSOR
to acquire sante.
REFUNDED.
tdO
mNEY
iumannummummima
4
R10.44
Kan-1 4
Agent Union Depot
Anal=
"That the Mobile, Jackson
1

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

I

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

Don't Waste Your Life
in the Kitchen

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONI. COMPANY

Watch the
Label

„ Life is short enough at best. The woman who plods along
with old-.fashioned kitchen equipment wastes between two
and three hours every day of her life. Figure up those wasted
wearisome hours for only a few years---the total runs into
the thousands.
Why don't you put_ an end to kitchen drudgery by
getting a

McDougall Kitchen Cabinet

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flower's,
that you buy the best.

FOURTEEN FEET

HENRY MINN, JR.

•

- Price $18.50
and up.

Put in a McDougall.
noW on 30 days' trial

he Tully Livery Company

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

5pecial kve Jale chursdail .Morning 'tnig
JO to JJ o'clock

COUCH

KILL

oLovEs .1.29—Colored

Dr. King's
New Discovery

oLugitis JTSIlco.
FOR Co

4
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Shorten Age Limit on German Battleships

FliNESDAY, DECEMBER ft

slowlIrwetrwtra'trW21-,§estrio/Irwtrwtros'W2r-Itrs'tr-likrakedi'keWrstrellralr-ftraledIr

Berlin, Dec. 11.-Speaking before , Herr Bebel, the socialist leader,
. the relchstag coinmatee on the bud- demanded that the revenues coverget today, Admiral Von Tirpitz, sec- ing the Increased naval expendtiture
retary of the admiralty, defended' the be provided before any vote on a
proposal to shorten the age limit on change In the bundling plans was
German battleships from 25 to 20 taken.
years. He made reference to vrhat
Admiral Von Tirpltz refused to diswas done in the American navy, de- cuss
the financial side of the queeclaring that there 16 years was re- doze saying
that this was outside his
garded as the greatest powrible ts(m department.
service.
of
Herr leebermann von Sonnenberg,
He said the introduction of tele
aeti-Sernite, 8120 declined to define
soopic gun, sights had considerably
his position on this bin before the
enlarged the effective fighting range
revenue had been provided.
1
of battleships. The battle of Tshuinia
Admiral Von Tirpitz, continuing
had -proved that the range of large
guns would have to be increased, and his address, declared that Germany
consequent upow this, a greater dis- had made no mistake in postponing
placement had become necemsan the construction of submarine vesGermany's older warships were built sels. He said that if his department
for sthort . range fighting and they had begun this work earlier it would
have lost considerab:y in value, the have cost many inbilions.
admiral said, through the develop"We cannot foretell," the admiral
ment. Short range artillery would said, "what the status of the eubinaconstitute a point of great weakness rine will be five years from now."
In the German line of battle. Other
The capacity of German shipyards
countries were taking these changed' has been called into question. Adconditions Into account, the admiral miral Von Tireltz declared that vescontinued, as. foe example, Franca. sels In the German yards were actualwhere entire squadrons of new war- ly bunt more rapidly than In Great
ships had been remodeled.
Britain, France or the United States.

At L. B. Ogilvie's, Fourtb and Broadway
December 10th, 1907.
Dear Little Girls and Boys:
Santa Claus asked me to drop you all another letter, telling of Toyland
and the new and pretty toys and dolls. He has shipped hundreds of new
toys of every description and if you have not been down to Toyland lately
you have not seen the new things.
Santa says he will call for his letters that thave been mailed to him in
his box at Toyland very soon, and all that have not written him must do so
very soon. You will find the letter paper with his picture on it all addressed
on his desk in Toyland. So do i't let Mother forget to bring you down to
see Toyland and let you write to him for what you want.
There is only one Toyland and it's at Ogilvie's store, so come early
before the letters are all gone.
Lovingly,
LITTLE FAIRY,

(Noah and Elizabethtown, has gone
back on her tld trip from here to
Golconda, as her new trip was not
paying.

Al Rittenhouse has resigned RS
second clerk on the Royal.
November was a big paying month
River Stages.
for the ways, over $16.000 was the
• Cairo
12.9 0.5 fall
amount of the receipts. About 1050
Chattanooga
3.7 0.2 rise
men have had employment at the
Cng'inmisti
10.3 0.1 fall
ways for the Tram three months and
Eranavi.le
8.6 0.1 fah
work is still rushing.'
Florence
2.5 0.2 fall
The towboat Melte M., which was
Johnsonville
4.8 0.3 fall
purchased by LIICAUI and Gilbert at
LoulavIlle
4.5 0.2 fall
public sale, has been purshased ley J
Mt. Carmel
2.3 0.0 st'd
M. Billington and' will be used for
Nashville8.9 0.1
is
towing purposes.
Pittsburg
6.5 0.51 rtes.
D effort is being made to interSt. L,ouis
4.8 0.1 fall
Mt. Vernon
8.3 0.5 tale est the commercial bodies of all citEvans
Paducah
8.3 n.5 fall ies between Louisville and
vine. 'which are river ports, in an efThe towboat Nellie is due in from fort to Increase the business of the
Louisville and Evansville Packet
Cairo today.
The` Chattanooga will he le from company, The receiver will not offer
_Tale -Luata-for rale if the busineem in-'
_the. Taaaosesse -tomorrow ...hug.
creases in sufficient ratio •to inefifY
The towboat Lyda passed down
et)"[lance on the present- bates,
the river this morning from
the
It Is announced that there wiil be
Tennessee on her way to Joppa.
The American, which
has been a civil service examination for the
laid up several days, *Ill leave for government lighthouse service at the
Cincinnati custom house on January
the Tennessee today.
The Clyde will leave for the Ten- 15 next. The 'positions are for master, pilot, mate, chief engineer, asnessee at 6 this evening.
The Buttorff left at noon for Nash sistant engineer and eaepenter, for
which an eligible list is thereby to he
vii le.
The Dick Fowler got away for established.
eairo today with a big trip aboard.
The Beaver is aground near Dickey
The Electra is due in from the Field, about 55 miles below
Rt.
Tennessee today.
Louis. She was on her way up with
The Kentucky is due tomorrow two barges of logs when she struck
niget from the Tennessee
a gravel bar just outside of one of
There will be no Evansville boat the most treacherous parts of the
till tomorrow night, the John
S. river between St. Louis and Cairo.
Hopkins wile then- fetvre.
One Of the barges is also said to be
The Scold* is due out of the Ten- aground. The Beaver belongs to the
nessee.
Barett line. Capt. Oscar F. Barrett. bouisville. It now costs a boat $'..i
River stage S.3. a fall of .5.
head of the company. came on front to and there. Many Ohio river towns
The Mary Michael got in yester- Cincinnati and left on the Grey Ea- give wharfage free. The movement
day from the Tennessee with a tow gle *yesterday evening for the scene to make the increase is very unpopuof Heti,
of the accident, to superintend the lar among the steamboat people...
The' Mary Anderson will go to work of raising his goat. The ex- ..•..• A new launch for the lifePittsburg after a tow of barges for tent of the damage done has not been saving service is being built at Howthe Ayer-Lord Tie company.
ascertained. ..• • • Capt. John ard's yards at Jeffersonville. Ind.
M,arkle's Sunny South show boat Oyier, a well known Ohio river cap- Capt. "Wily- DC\ HD Will be given
was towed in yesterday by the Con- tale and pilot, has received the thirty charge of It...• • • Henry Hoetg,
quest: She will go into winter quar- first issue of his licene.
, to operate widely known among steamboatmen
ters in Green river.
between Louisville andOnclunati and has -resigned the office of wharfinass4tich Oarted Frankfort. • • • There is talk ter at Louisville...• • • ()apt
The st-ani.r
Pa- of i• -artng the wharfage fee at Jack Uilhooley. of -the life-saving ate,'
on a t ,
don at Louisville, who has been eery
ill. is reported out of danger...•..•
A barge loaded with coal and being
towed by nhe George Gardner to
Cairo. sank last Friday in the Ohio
river near section e2. It contaimed
t
t
i I:
l
itrirg
14,000 bushels of coal.-Globe Dem
ocret.

Santa's Secretary.

Remember tile Place
See Fourth Street
Windows.

DRY GOODA &
I
vplES
G&W:
.
diti

0

•
TID:STORE
OP nag PIELIPL.19

Ste Fourth Street
Wondows.

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

tr•J%rkeWk.rateakeakrateakeakeak,...Wted2riatra2r.4.42x.ateake-itraleat
at,"a2e.12.
,

'I I \ I Its H.ID 310N el BELTS ON. •01 k of recovery of the past twenty- the bodies of the dead.
four hours continuing through the
Members of the rescuing party
One Rudy Recovered Had $150
- night. The rescue party In mie0. stated that the average condition of
.ands of Dollars May He
8 today began exploring the right the ,,bodies recovered Is bad, heads
Found.
side of that mine. In rooms along being blown off, arms and legs
this side of the mine the niajority of broken and tweited, and fine pieces
Monongah, W. Va., Dec. 11.- the dead, it is said, will be found. A of coal imbedded in
the
bodies,
When darkness fell last night 141 foreigner's body, recovered today, showing the terrific force of the exbodies had been brought to /he war- had a money belt about his waist plosion.
face while many more were located containing $1-50. It is said thouwith every proepect of the rapid sands of dellars will be found upon
Use Sun Want Ads.-Bent remelts'.

Help the Salvation Army--Keep the Pot Boiling

SANTA CLAUS
SAYS:
r--

MRS. MADDEN CLAIMS
$2,795 A'PPORNEY FEES.

-"Next year If this keeps
up. I'll have to hire
steamship, and a

Cincinnati, Dec. 11.-Mrs. Anne
Louise Madden Bell foday flied an
amended answer in the contention between Attorney's John C'. Healey and
Wiellam L. Dickson. over the dieposttioni of the $7,000 paid into court by
John E. Madden as his wife's attorney* fees In tier suit for alimony. She
now claims that she is entitled to
$2,795 of this sum because of
amounts paid by her during the alimony action. Judge Bromwell hat
ordered Mrs. Madden to specify a definite amount and this she has nos
done.

a

private

secretary and a, few other
ee_ things like that'

I am Just-I itsy all the time, can't attend to it all. I wish
someone would help me in some way.
-now gentle reader why don't you step in and help dear,
troubled, old Santa Claus?
-Great quantities of his finest Xmas things are here. In
this big, busy store of ours-all arranged so that. you can
examine them early.
-Come, pick out the presents vent want Santa Claus to
tuck in the stockings of your friends Xmas morning.
-Things like these:
FOR WOMEN.
-Fur mite
-Fur Feasts,
-Fur coats
-Cloaks
--Umbrellas
Silk !warts
-Gloves
.•
,-Handkerchiefs
-Large One Fancy Baskets
„
••
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o
$14:5AM to
, 412.00 to
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$2$21S.00
$145.00
$10.00
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IMAM.
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10c to S2.00
23c to 195.04)

Show.
National Pure Ile
Chicago, Ill., Dec. 11.- e first
national Pure Beverage Exposition to
be held In AenerIca opened today'in
the CoAseum, backed by the brewery
and.distillery interests of the courttry. The display embraces not onl)
a great variety of alcohol beverages,
including beer, whisky, ales, wines,
and cordials, hut also soft drinks,
such as soda, tonics, tea and coffee.
The exposition 'has created a stir
among the temperance and ant:
saloon forces, which have serene\
been makIng,n. strenuous cumnalin
in .Chleseis. and _will meet with or
An ganized oppreiltiou.

'
1

.

1

uck,,Vkillipscia).

THE STYLE ST ki

Official Forecasts.
The Ohio from Evansville to Cairo
will continue falling during the next
three days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
below Johnsonville, and the Mississippi from below St. Louis to above
Cairo, no material change during the
next 36 hours.
The Wabash at Mt. Carthel will
rise slightly during the next 36 hours.

Funeral of Mrs. Louisa H. Taft
Milbury, Mass., Dec
11,-The
funeral of Mrs. LoulA H. Taft,
mother of Secretary of War William
H. Taft, was held at her late 'home
here today. Rev. George A. Putnam,
of the First Congregational church,
and Rev. Edward Elkins. of the Sooond r
on
dgregational church. officiated
The
y will be sent to Cincinnati
for burial,

11••1/t3 S.DWAY

Jhoe4 Xotv at 4ceeding1q :tow griceJ
G our annual clean-up January sale by one month, we have
A NTICIPATIN
gone through our stock of shoes and used our cnt code on many lines we

desire moving out, mostly clean, fresh goods, comprising' our leading lines in
men's, women's, bms', etc. 10 to 25 per cent off on many'lines will mean a big
saving to you, styles, widths and sizes determining the extent 'of the cut.
Will take anything in shape of money in exchange for shoes---shucks, piece of
tin or tanbark- -so 'tis endorsed with financially good man or woman. But
money or its equivolent we must have when swapping dollars.

Women's gepartment

$2.56 men's broken sizes in Ralston Health, Common-

wealth and other staple leathers, were sold at
$2 50 and $4.00.
$2.50 buys woman's kid or patent kid, sizes broken, $1.25 buys youth's solid leather, sizes 11 to 2. •
$1.50 buys boy's solid leather, sizes 3 to 5;4.
$3:00 and $3.50 Queen Quality goods.
$1.75 see what this will get you in a boy's sure enough
leather shoe.
$2.50 buys man's high cat, heavy shoe, bought to
sell at $3.00.
buys Man's Hickory Calf, always cheap at $2 00.
$2.25 buys man's high cut tan, cheap at $3.00.
$2.00 buys Man's box calf, blucher. solid as leather
We qan't menti6n the many shoes put On
in this
,can make.
sale, but we mean business.

$1.50 buys woman's kid, patent tips, good at $2.50.

en' 'oods
cods

$1.50

1:

